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Mem.oram1.um 64-95 
8ubject: Proposed l.mendments -00 California Tort Claims Act of 1963 

- (Prepared by Professor Arvo Van Alstyne) 

The attached proposed amendments to the governmental tort liability 

legislation are believed to be, for the most part, relatively non-contro

versial. They have been prepared in the form of draft amendments to 

the specific sections of the Government or ot~er codes, with brief 

explanatory comments of the purpose of each change. In most instances, 

the need for amendment or the lack of clarity in the existing statutes 

has been identi fied in the analysis of the Tort Claims "ct contained 

in Van Alstyne, California Governmental ~ Liability (Calif. Cont. 

Educ. of the Bar, 1964), l;hich is expected to be published in November 

of this year. Some of these proposed amendments are admittedly not 

strictly necessary; but it is the consultant's view that the Comnission 

should consider not only essential amendments (i.e., those designed to 

clear up obvious inconsistencies or ambiguities) but also those which 

are merely desirable in that they may prevent unnecessary litigation 

or make the relevant statutes more easily understandable. 

These amendments are only a first instalment. They cover the general 

liability and immunity proviSions, and the dangerous property condition 

sections. Additional recommendations will be presented at the next 

meeting of the Law Revision Commission. 
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Part 1. ~ Title and Definitions 

§809. !!!U division ~ ~ ~ ~ may ~ ~!!.!!!! 

California Tort Claims Act of 1963. 

Comment: A short title would be very helpful in discussing the 

governmental tort liability legislation. The one here proposed has 

been used, with certain variants (especially "Tort Claims Act"), 

throughout Van Alstyne, California Governmental ~ Liability (1964) 

to refer to the entire body of legislation comprising Division 3.6. 
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§818.8. A public entity is not liable for an injury caused by 

deceit £! misrepresentation by an employee of the public entity, 

whether or not such deceit £! misrepresentation be negligent or 

intentional. 

Comment: The term, "misrepresentation", is suscepti ble of a 

narrow interpretation which would restrict this immunity to instances 

of affirmative representations thet are contrary to fact. The tort 

of deceit is broader, and includes not only misrepresentations but 

also fraudulent suppression of facts and promises made Without intention 

to perform. Since the original intent appears to have been to include 

the latter forms of deceit, the proposed amendment merely clarifies 

the scope of the immunity. The word, "deceit", is employed in order 

to include the full sense of Civil Code §1710, which provides: 

"A deceit • • • is either: 

1. The suggestion, as a fact, of that which is not true, 

by one who does not believe it to be true; 

2. The assertion, as a fact, of that which is not true, 

by one who has no reasonable ground for believing it to be true; 

3. The suppression of a fact, by one who is bound to disclose 

it, or who gives information of other facts which are li!;ely to 

mislead for want of communication of that fact; or 

4. A promise, made without any intention of performing it.',: 
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§820. (a) Except as otherwise provided by statute (including 

Section 820.2 and Section 820.8), a public employee is liable for 

injury caused by his act or omission to the same extent as a private 

person. 

(b) The liability of a public employee established by 

this part (commencing with Section 814) is subject to any defenses 

that would be available to the public employee If he were a private 

person. 

Comment: A difficult problem of Interpretation arises from 

the fact that both §820 and §820.2 begin with the phrase, "Except 

as otherwise provided by statute". Obviously both sections cannot 

be exceptions to each other. This problem was solved as to §820.2 

by matdng express reference thereto in §820, thus making clear that 

the liability declared in §820 is limited by the immunity in §820.2. 

The same interpretative difficulty relates to §820.8, which also 

commences with the phrase, "Except as otherwise provided by statute". 

This amendment is thus based on the same solution adopted as to 

§820.2, and will mat,e it clear that §820.3 is an exception to §820. 
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821. A public employee is not liable for an injury caused by 

his adoption of or failure to adopt an enactment or by his failure 

to enforce aM 8R88~M8M~ any law. 

Commentl This amendment conforms §821 to the language of 

§B18.2. The words, "any law", as found in §8lB.2 were inserted 

by the Senate (Sen. J., Feb. 26, 1963, p. 518) to broaden the 

enti tyr s irnmuni ty to Include fal lure to enforce decisional law. 

The employee's immunity should have 11 ke scope. 
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§821.6. A public employee is not liable for injury caused by 

his institutinz or prosecuting~ 2! ~ ~ i~proper 2! abusive ~ £! 

the process of law ~ the course 2f maintaining 2! defending against, 

any judicial or sdministrative proceeding within the scope of his 

employment, even if he acts maliciously and Without probable cause. 

Comment: This amendment enlarges the immunity granted by §821.6 

to include the tort of malicious abuse of process. The Federal Tort 

Claims Act e::pressly confers immunity for both "malicious prosecution" 

and "abuse of process"; 28 U.S.C. §2680(h). It has been suggested 

that actions for abuse of process may not be within §821.6 as originally 

enacted. Van Alstyne, California Governmental !2!S Liability §5.64 

(1964). Yet, the policy supporting immunity for one appears to 

support immunity for the other; 

'----

~------~------~------------------------------------------------------------~--~ 
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§822.2. A public employee acting in the scope of his employment 

is not liable for an injury caused by his deceit 2! misrepresentation, 

whether or not such deceit .2! misrepresentation be negligent or 

intentional, unless he is guilty of actual fraud, corruption or actual 

malice. 

Comment: This amendment conforms §822.2 to the amended version 

of §818.8. 
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(a) 
§S2S./E;:cept as provided in subdivision (b), a public entity shall 

~ pay any judgment, or any compromise or settlement to which the public 

entity has agreed, based on a claim against an employee or former employee 

c 

c 

of the public entity for an injury arising out of an act or omission 

allegedly occurrinB withIn the scope of his employment if (1) not more 

than 10 days after service upon him of the complaint, counterclaim, cross-

complaint or other pleading based on the claim, the employee or former 

employee presented a written notice to the public entity, substantially 

in the manner provided in Sections 915 and 915.2, requesting the publiC 

entity to provide for the defense of the action or proceeding; or (2) the 

public entity provided for the defense of the action or proceeding. 

(b) If the public entity provided for the defense of the action or 

proceeding pursuant to an agreement wi th the employee or former employee 

reserving the rights of the public entity not to pay the judgment, com-

promise or settlement until it is established that the injury arose out 

of an act or omission occurring within the scope of his employment as an 

employee of the public entity, the public entity shall pay the judgment, 

compromise or settlement only if the fact that the Injury arose out of 

an act or om~ssion occurring in the scope of employment of the'employee 

or former employee as an employee of the public entity (1) was,establtshed 

in the action or proceeding against the employee or former employee, or 

(2) is established by the claimant to the satisfaction'of the board (as 

defined in Section 940.2). or (3) is established in an action or proceeding 

by the claimant against the public entity. 

(c) The presentation of a claim pursuant to Part 3 (commencing with 

Section 900) of Division 3.6 of the Government Code is not a prerequisite 

to enforcement of the liability of a public entity under this section to 

pay a judgment, compromise or settlement. 

(d) Nothing in this section authorizes a public entity to pay such 

pa!t of a claim or judgment as is for punitive or exemplary damages. 
-8- J 
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Con~ent: This is a complete rec3stin~ of §825. It is designed to 

eli minate certal n ambigui ties. alter \'.ey language to correspond more 

closely to §§995 - 9%.G (defense of public employees), and mal,e a few 

deSirable substantive changes. 

Subdivision (a) is based on the first paragraph of present §825, 

and the first clause of its second paragraph. The reference to cross

action pleadings corresponds to §9S5. The inclusion of procedural 

prOVisions for requesting a defense eliminates a hiatus in exi sting law. 

The time for presenting the request has been changed from not less than 

10 days before the trial to not more than 10 days after service of the 

pleading which asserts the claim in question. If the entity is to be 

charged with the duty of paying the judgment, it should have an oppor

tunity to draft the pleadings, underta\,e discovery proceedings, engage 

in negotiations for settlement at an early date, conduct the pretrial 

conference (if any), and ma!,e appropriate pretrial motions. To obtain 

the request only a few days before the trial date would often be too 

late for the entity, if it determines to defend, to protect its interests 

adequately. 

Subdivision (b) is based on the second paragraph of existing §825. 

It attempts to eliminate the uncertainty which presently exists as to 

how the requi site fact of scope of employment is to be "established" 

when the defense is under a reservation of rights. Since the entity 

conducted the defense, it is believed appropriste to hold it bound by 

the determination of the Issue if made in that action. (The issue of 

the employee's scope of employment may, of course, be relevant and 

material even though the action Is solely against the employee. This 

will ordinarily be the case in dangerous condition actions. See Govt. 

C. §S40. And in medical malpractice actions involving prisoners or 

mental inmates. See Govt. C. §§844.6, 854.8.) But if there was no 
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determination of the issue in that action, the claimant should have 

C' an opportunity to convince the eoverning board (or State Board of Control) 

c 

c 

that the requisite fact eJtisted, without the necessity for instituting 

an action against the entity. 7his is the purpose of subdivision (b)(2). 

In extreme cases, of course, an action may become necessary. See (b)(3). 

Subdivision (c) eliminates uncertainty under the existing law as to 

whether the entity's liability to pay a judgment, settlement or compromise 

under this section is conditioned on prior presentation of a claim. 

Since the entIty either defended the action for the employee, or agreed 

to Ii comprom'.se or settlement of the claim, it already had adeqiate 

notice to satisfy the poliCy of the claim procedure. Thus, the presen-

tat ion of a further claim would serve no useful purpose, and is here 

expressly eliminated. 

Subdivision (d) is based on the last paragraph of present §825. 
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§D25.2. (a) Suoject to subd;vision~ (b) and (c), if an employee or 

former employee of a public entity pays any claim or judgr.~nt against him, 

or any portion thereof, that the public entity is required to pay under 

Section 825, he is entitled to recover the amount of such payment from 

the public entity. 

(b) If the public entity did not 9BRQ~9~ provide for his defense 

j>weHe BRlal;y sea'Rsl; kOI!l, an employee or former e,"ployee of a public 

entity may recover from the public entity under subdivision (a) only if 

ke 8sl;seHskes ~ !!.£!:. that the act or omission upon uhich the claim or 

jud3ment is based occurred within the scope of his employment as an 

employee of the public entity (1) !! established ~ the employee or 

former employee !£ the satisfaction of the board (as defined ~ Section 

940.2) and !!;! board is furtl-_er satisfied ~ he did ~ ~ .2.! fail !£ 

~ because of actual fraud, corruption .2.! actual malice; .2.! (2) !! ~ 

tablished ~ !!;! ernryloyee .2.! former employee ~ ~ action 2! proceeding 

a~ainst !!;! public entity, and the public entity fails to establish that 

he acted or failed to oct because of actual fraud, corruption or actual 

malice. 

(c) ~ the publiC entity provided for his defense against the action 

or claim pursuant..!2 ~ agreenent with ~ reserving ~ rights ~ the 

Ilublic entity against him, ~ employee .£: fo:::mer employee of ~ public 

entity may recover fran the public entity under subdivision (a) only if - -- ----
the fact that the act or omission upon which the claim or judgment is ------ ---------- --
based occurred within the scope.!:! his _8!:Iployrnent ~ ~ employee o~ 

RubBc entity l!2 ~ established..!.E the action.2! proceeding against the 

employee o..!,.forrner employee, 2:! (2) l! established..!!1 the employee ~ 

___________________________ -l_l_-__________________________________________ ~ 
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former employee ~ ~ satisfaction of the board (as defined in Section 

940.2), .~ (3) is established by the employee £! former employee ~ ~ 

action £! proceeding against the public entity; provided, ho.rever, ~ 

th~ ~mploy~~ £! form~r ~mploy~~ may :~cov~r und~r this subdivision (c) 

the board is satisfied that h~ did not act or fail to act -------- --------------
becaus~ of actual fraud, corruption £! ~ctual malice, or, !! ~ action 

£! ?roc~~ding l! brought against the public ~ntlty, only if the public 

entity ~ ~ establish therein that he acted £! failed !£ ~ because 

of actual fraud, corruption £! actual malice. 

ill.. The presentation of ! ~ pursuant E.£...P~ (commencing 

>lith Section 900) of DiviSion 3.6 of the Government ~ l!!!£!:.! pre-

requisite ~ enforcement £! the liability of ! public entity ~ !hi! 

~ection ~ pay ~ judgment, compromise or settlement. 

Comment: Section 325.2 is here recast to conform to the chanees 

recommended In Sec~ion 325. ,he purpose of the changes, as in the case 

of Section 325, Is to separate into different subdivisions the somewhat 

different provisions relating to the entlty's duty of indemnification 

where it has provided a defense under a reservation of rights, from 

the prOVisions that apply when there has ~een no defense provided or 

an unconditional defense. In addition, the suggested langua3e has been 

so "1ritten as to ma!(e it clear thet the duty of inder:mification need not 

be the subject of an ac~ion against the entity, provided the board is 

satisfied that the factual requisites are present. Finally, as in 

Section 825, :lny contention t:1at a claim must be presented in order to 

enforce the entity's duty of indemnification is eliminated by e.tpress 

provision in subdivision (d). 
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§C25.6. (a) If a public entity pays any claim or judsment, or any 

portion t~lereof, either against itself or asainst an employee or former 

employee of the public entity, for an injury arisinc out of an act or 

oeission of tr,e employee or forner em:>loyee of the public entity, the 

public entity may recover from the employee or former employee the 

amount of such payment if he acted or failed to act because of actual 

fraud, corruption or actual malice. Except as provided In subdivision (b), 

a public entity may not recover any payoents made upon a judgment or 

claim against an en~loyee or former employee if the public entity con-

ducted his defense acainst the action or claim. 

(b) If a public entity pays any claim or judgment, or any portion 

thereof, against an employee or fOI'r.1er employee of the public entity 

for an Injury ariSing out of his act or omiSSion, and If the public 

entity conducted his defense against the claim or action pursuant to an 

acreement with him reserving the rights of the public entity against him, 

the public entity rna:! recover the amount of such payment from him unless 

he establishes.!. £! l!. ~ preViously established l!!!!: action 'al!;alnat !!.!!!..: 
QI ap,ainst the public entity, 

I that the act or omission upon which the claim or judgment is based 

occurred within the scope of hi s employment as an employee of the publi c 

entity and the public entity falls to establish that he acted or failed 

to act because of actual fraud, corruption or actual malice. 

Comment: This amendment, which conforms §825.6 to the proposed 

amended versions of §§825 and 825.2, in effect makes the determination 

of scope of employment, if made in the action against the employee, con-

clusive upon the public entity. Since the entity provided the defense in 

that action, it should not have a second opportunity to litigate the 

issue. Similarly, if the determination was made in an action against the 

entity (such as an action by the claimant to enforce the entity's duty 

under §825(b)(J) ), it should also collaterally estop the entity. 
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.1825.8. The provisions.2J th;s article prevail ~ ~ immunity 

.£! ~ public entity or public employee, except ~ otherwise provided 

in Sections 844.6(d) and 854.8(d) .£! the Government Code ~ .,!!I any 

~ statute hereafter enacted which expressly denies, limits ~ 

conditions the liabilities or duties provided In this article. ---

Comment: It seems reasonably clear, from the general pattern and 

frameworl< of the Tort Claims Act of 1963, that the indemnification 

provisions of §§825 - 825.6 were intended to be applied without regard 

for specific immunities that might protect public entities and public 

employees from direct liability. In other words, the fact that the 

entity might be immune from direct liability would not preclude its 

duty to indemnify an employee who was held liable (e.g., employee held 

liable for wilful misconduct in transporting injured person from scene 

of fire, under Govt. C. §850.8, although public entity is totally 

immune from direct liability in such cases). Conversely, the fact that 

the employee might be immune from direct personal liability would not 

prevent the entity from enforcing his duty, where actual fraud, corrup-

tion or actual malice is shown, to reimburse the entity after it had 

been held liable and had satisfied the judgment (e.g., in a dangerous 

condition case, where employee liability is more restricted than 

entity liability). Sections 844.6(d) and 854.8(d), which make the duty 

of indemnification optional in cases of injuries to prisoners and mental 

patients, are consistent with this interpretation; for in the absence of 

these provisions, indemnification would (under the suggested interpre-

tation) have been mandatory. Other indications that the Commission's 

intent was substantially as outlined above appear in its Recommendation, 
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pp. 819 and 847. (See, especially, the original Commission comment to 

proposed Govt. C. §825.6, which pointed out that the entity would have 

the right to recover from the employee, on a showing of actual fraud, 

corruption, or actual malice, amounts paid by the entity on a judgment 

based on that employee's conduct "even In those cases where the public 

employee would have been immune from liability had he been sued 

directly". Ibid, at 847.) 

The only difficulty with the interpretation outlined above is that 

it is based on inference and argument from legislative history, and not 

on express language in the Act. To be sure, the general rule that the 

liability of a public entity Is subject to "any immunity of the public 

entity provided by statute" is, itself, qualified by the introductory 

clause whlch limits its application when "otherwise provided by statute"~ 

Govt, c. §8l5(b). The general rule that a public entity has the 

benefit of Immunities of employees (Covt. c. §8lS.2(b) ) is li~ewise 

qualified by the words, ''Except as otherwise provided by statute", 

But, is it entirely clear that the indemnification proviSions are 

statutes that "otherwise provide" ? Could it not be argued that since 

the indemnification sections relate to rights and duties between public 

entities and their employees. while the other liability and i~nity 

provisions are concerned with rights and duties between third persons 

and public entities or public personnel, there is no necessary inconals-

tency? If so, the immunities could be given full effect as modifying 

the indemnification provisions, under the general ,rule that illlllUnities 

prevail over liabilities,. 

To avoid any interpretation along these linea, the new section set 

out above is here proposed. By limiting Its effect to the two named 

sections and to future explicit statutory :nodifications, it clearly pre-
"-

cludes giving any effect to Veh, C. § 17002 even if it is not repealed,' 
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§830. As used in this chapterl 

(a) "Dangerous condition" means a condition of prope-rty that creates a 

substantial (as distinguished from a minor, trivial or insignificant) risk of 

injury when such property or adjacent property is used with due care in a 

manner in which it is reasonably foreseeable that it will be used. 

(b) "Protect against" includes repairing, remedying or correcting a 

dangerous condition, providing safeguards against a dangerous condition, or 

warning of a dangerous condition. 

(c) "Property of a public entity" and "public property" mean real or 

personal property owned or controlled by the public entity, but do not inclwe 

easements, encroachments and other property that are located on the property 

of the public entity but are not owned or controlled by the public entity. 

ill "Unimproved property" !!!!!!!!!. ! physically identl fiable Area .2! !!!!!! . 

.2!:~ •. 2! both,.!!!.!!!s. ~ ~ ill natural condition without structural £! 

2! artificial improvements 2!: changes except for S.h! limited purposes .2! 

access, conservation, ·fire protection, 2! prudent management. 

Comment: Sections 831.2 and 831.6, both of which are in this chapter, 

provide Inmunities for conditions of "unimproved" public property. The 

need for a definition of this term stems from two difficulties: (1) What 

standards are to be employed to determine whether property I s "unimproved" 

or not? Would a fire trail running through a forest deprive the forest 

itself of the status of being "unimproved"? How about the planting of trees 

in a burned-over area, to prevent runoff and erosion? Or the periodic 

thinning of underbrush to promote growth in a redwood grove 1 (2) Is the 

immunity for unimproved property tied to an area-Wide reference pOint, or to 

<:: the improved or unimproved status of the particular condition that caused the 

injury? For example, if the city park Is clearly "improved", is there still 

immunity. for the falling Umb from the "naturally" decayed tree standing in Its 

unimproved condition? The amendment tries to answer both problems '. 
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§830.4. A condition is not a dangerous condition "Iithin the 

meaning of this chapter Me.e~y solely because of the failure to 

provide we8~la.e~ official traffic control signals ~ described ~ 

Section ~ of !h! Vehicle ~, stop signs !! described ~ Section 

~ of ~ Vehicle ~, yield right-of-way signs !! described ~ 

Section 21402 of the Vehicle Code, PW speed restriction signsy'as des---- . - . 

crlbed .y In Section 21403 of the Vehicle Code, or distinctive roadway - --
markings as described in Section 21460 of the Vehicle Code. 

Comment: This section and §830.8, when read together, pose certain 

difficult problems of interpretation as originally drafted. For example, 

this section refers to "regulatory traffic control signals", while 

§830.8 refers to "traffi c or warning signals". The Vehicle Code, 

however, does not employ precisely this terminology; in feet, an official 

traffic control device is defined therein as "any sign, signal, marking 

or device • • • for the purpose of regulating, warning or guiding 

traffic". Veh. C. §440. (Emphasis supplied.) Thus, under the present 

wording, it is difficult to identify exactly what signs or signals are 

meant, and to distinguish them clearly from the ones referred to In 

§830.8. The original intent that these two sections refer to different 

signs, signals and markings is, however, quite clear. See Commission's 

Recommendation, p. 851. 

The wording of the proposed amendment uses the exact terminology 

of the Vehicle Code, and keys each descriptive phrase to the appropriate 

Vehicle Code section. These changes, together with conforming changes 

in §830.8, should eliminate any ambiguity. 
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§83~.8. Neither a publiC entity nor a public employee is liable 

under this chapter for an injury caused by the failure to provide ~paff~& 

9lF waPII.R8 signals, signs, markings or ~ official traffic control 
S,ction 

devices (other ~ those referred ~ ~ 830.4) designed 2! intended 

~ ~ 2! guide traffic, !! authorized ~ 4e8e.~he4 ~II the Vehicle Code. 

Nothing In this section exonerates a public entity or public employee 

from liability for injury proximately caused by such failure if a signal, 

sign, marking or device (other than one g&8&P~he4 .• referred ~ in 

Section 030.4) was necessary to warn of a dangerous condition which 

endangered the safe movement of traffic and which would not be reasonably 

apparent to, and would not have been anticipated by, a person exercising 

due care. 

Comment: This proposed amendment is intended to clarify the 

relationship between this section and §830.4. See the Comment under 

proposed amended §830.4. The phrase, "to warn or guide traffic", is 

adapted from Vehicle Code §§21350 and 21351, which authorize the placing 

and maintenance by the Division of Highways and local authorities, respec-

tively, of "such appropriate signs, signals or other traffic control 

devices ••• to warn or guide traffic". The exclusion of the devices 

"referred to" (a term be lieved more accurate than "descri bed in") in 

Section 330.4 is consistent with the original intent. 

The principal types of traffic control devices within the purview 

of this section (excluding those mentioned in §830.4, of course) are: 

detour signs (Veh. C. §2l363), equestrian crossing signs (Veh. C. §21805), 

livestock crossing signs (Veh. C. §21364), open livestock range warning 

signs (Veh. C. §21365), pedestrian crOSSing prohibition signs (Veh. C. 

§21361); railroad warning approach signs (Veh. C. §§2l362. 21404); road 

won, warning signs (Veh. C. §2140~); school crosswalk warning signals and 

signs (Veh. C. §§21367. 21363); and school warning signs (Veh. C. §22352(b). 
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§831. Neither a publiC entity nor a public employee is liable for 

an injury caused by the effect on the use of streets~ aa~ highways~ 

alleys, sidewalks 2! ~ public ways of weather conditions as such. 

Nothing in this section exonerates a public enti ty or public employee 

from liability for injury proximately caused by such effect if it would 

not be reasonably apparent to, and would not be anticipated by, a person 

exercising due care. For the purpose of this section, the effect on 

the use of streets~ aa~ highway8~ alleys. sidewalks 2! ~ public 

ways of weather conditions includes the effect of fog, wind, rain, flood, 

ice or snow but does not include physical damage to or deterioration of 

streets~ alUl highways~ alleys, sidewal:(s 2! ~ public ways resulting 

from weather conditions. 

Comment: This is a clarifying amendment. The words, "atreets" 

and "highways", as defined in the Vehicle Code, include alleys and 

Sidewalks. See Veh. C. §§360 (defining "highway"), 590 (defining "street"), 

and 555 (defining "sidewal':"). But the Vehicle Code definitions are 

not directly applicable to §331. Thus, although It is probable that 

the present section would be construed to include sidewal!(s and aUeys 

(see Bertollozzi ! Progressive Concrete £2. (1949) 95 Cal. App.2d 332, 

212 F.2d 910), the court might conceivably find an intent to limit the 

section to weather conditions that affect vehicular traffiC. This intent 

might be derived from the fact that the Law Revision Commission's 

~ecommendation, p. 824, appears to discuss this section only with respect 

to "drivers" and "motorists" on the highways, and ma!:es no reference to 

pedestrians at all. Under the general rule of interpretation advanced 

in Huskopf (that where negligence exists, liabi Hty is the rule and 

immunity the exception), such a narrow interpretation is not impossible. 

The proposed amendment is thus designed to forestall unnecessary litigation. 
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§83l.2. Neither a public entity nor a public employee is liable 

for an injury caused by a natural condition of any unimproved public 

property, including but not limited to any natural condition of any 

unimproved lake, stream, bay, river or beach. 

Comment: As originally worded, this section might be construed 

as regarding every lake, stream, bay, river or beach as being unim

proved as a matter of law, so that the only issue as to the application 

of the immunity would be whether the dangerous condition was a "natural" 

one. Obviously, many such places are improved by ~redging, filling in 

with imported sand, anchoring of diving platforms, construction of 

piers for boats, etc. The adjective, "unimproved", thus eliminates any 

question as to the necessity of proof as to the status of recreational 

water areas as improved or unimproved. Compare the proposed definition 

of "unimproved" in §830(d). 
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§83l.8. (a) Subject to subdivisions (c) and (d), neither a public 

entity nor a public employee is liable under this chapter for an injury 

caused by the condition of a reservoir if at the time of the injury the 

person injured was using the property for any purpose other than that for 

which the publiC entity intended or permitted the property to be used. 

(b) Subject to subdivisions (c) and (d), neither an irrigation 

district organized pursuant !.2 Division !! (cOlllllencil!!\ !llh Section 

20500) 2! !h! ~ ~ nor an employee thereof nor the State nor a 

state employee is liable under this chapter for an injury caused by the 

condition of ! canals, condUits or drains used for the collection, 

distribution 2! discharge of wster if at the time of the injury the 

person injured was using the property for any purpose other than that 

for which the district or State intended or pe%lllitted"~t to be used. 

(c) (no change from present text] • • • 

(d) [no change from present text) • • • 

Comment: These proposed amendments are intended to clarify §83l.8. 

The meaning of the term, "irrigation district", as it appears in the 

present text is not entirely clear, for some types of districts that 

engage in irrigation functions are organized under other statutes than 

the Irrigation District Law, and have other official names (e.g., Califor-

nia Water Districts; County I;aterworks Districts; etc.). Reference to 

Division 11 of the Water Code eliminates any ambiguity on this point. 

The word, "distribution", in the present text, seems to suggest that 

only water condUits carrying water to users are within the scope of 

§831.8(b); yet the term, "drains", appears to contemplate channels used 

to collect surplus or flood waters and convey them to points of discharge 

as well. This latter meaning is made clear by the added words. 

The words, "or permi tted", are inserted in (b) to conform to thei r 

use in (a). No rational reason; s lmot-1n for the di fference now existing. 
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§835. Except as provided by statute, a publiC entity is liable for 

injury caused by a dangerous condition of its property if the plaintiff 

establishes that the property was in a danGerous condition at the time 

of the injury, that the injury was proximately caused by the dangerous 

condition, that the ieR8eWS~! eeRi~'~eR e~ea~ai a weaa.Re~'y feree ••• _'. 

~'8~ ef &k. kosi sf ~s~~~y wk.ak w.a .se¥~~.4 injury occurred lE ! way 

which ~ reasonably foreseeable!! ! consequence 2! ~ dangerous 

condition 2!. ~ property, and that either: 

(a) A negligent or wrongful act or omission of an employee of the 

pUblic entity wi thin the scope of his employment created the dangerous 

condition; or 

(b) The public entity had actual or constructive notice of the 

dangerous condition under Section 835.2 a sufficient time prior to the 

injury to have taken measures to protect against the dangerous condition. 

Comment: The words of this section, as originally enacted, do not 

make entirely clear what is meant by "!<ind of injury". On their surface, 

these words appear to refer to the nsture of the intereat Invaded - i.e., 

was fit reasonably foreseeable that the condition would cause death, 

personal injury, property damage, or some other actionable invasion of 

an interest in "person, reputation, character, feelings or estate". 

See Govt. C. §810.8, defining "injury". But this view is not reflected 

in the official comment under §835, which intimates that a motorist 

might recover for injury caused by a chuc!<hole in a road while an 

airplane pilot might not, "for it is reasonably foreseeable that motor

ists will be injured by such a defect, but it is highly unli!<ely that 

airplanes will encounter the hazard." Sen. J., April 24, 1963, p. 1892. 

Thus, foreseeability was intended to refer to the way the injury happens 

rather than the kind of interest which was adversely affected. ~ 
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c. 

§835.1. Sections 818.2, ~ ~ lli of ttle Government ~ do 

~ ~ 2! preclude liability pursuant ~~ article. 

Comment: Ttlis section, wtllch Is entirely new, is intended to make 

clear the inapplicability of the discretionary immunity and the 

immunity for failure to enforce the law to public entity liability for 

dangerous property conditions. It is believed that this result is In 

accord with the original legislative intent, but that it should be made 

express rather than left to judiCial interpretation. 

Ordinarily, as the offiCial comment under- §8l5 pointed out (Sen. J., 

April 24, 1963, p. 1887), "the immunity provisions wi 11 ••• prevail 

over all sections imposing liability". But §815 so provides only 

"except as otherwise provided by statute". How does one know when a 

liabi lity provision does "otherwise provide"? The answer gi ven by the 

offiCial comment to §815 was: "\-Ihere the sections imposing liability or 

granting an immunity do not fall into this general pattern [i.e., im

munity prevailing over liability], the sections themselves make this 

clear." Ibid. 

Unfortunately, Section 835 does not make this clear, except by a 

process of liberal interpretation assisted by the legislative history. 

Section 835 begins with the words, "Except as provided by statute", and 

thus appears, when taken literally, to be directly subject to existing 

statutory immunities, including the discretionary immunity and the im

munity for failure to enforce the law. But manifestly, to apply these two 

immunities in dangerous condition cases would eliminate most of the lia

bility in those cases- for the basis of dangerous condition liability is 

ordinarily either a discretionary act or omission or a failure to enforce 

the law (i.e., bUilding codes, safety orders, etc.). The nonapplicability 

of these two immunities should thus be made express to eliminate doubts. 
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Civil Code 

§846. An owner of any estate in real property owes no duty of care 

to keep the premises safe for entry or use by others for ta!dng of fish 

and game, campinz, water sports, hi ',ing or siehtseeing, or to give any 

\'7arning of hazardous conditions, uses of, structures, or activities on 

such premises to persons entering for such purposes, except as provided 

in this section. 

An owner of any estate in real property who gives permission to 

another to take fish and game, camp, hike or sightsee upon the premises 

does not thereby (a) extend any assurance that the premises are safe for 

such purpose, or (b)_constitute the person to whom permission has been 

granted the legal status of an invitee or licensee to whom a duty of care 

is owed, or (e) assume responsibility for or incur liability for any injury 

to person or property caused by any act of such person to whom permission 

has been garnted except as provided in tL,is section; 

This section does not limit the liability which otherwise exists 

(a) for willful or malicious failure to guard or warn against a dangerous 

condition, use, structure or activity; or (b) for injury suffered in any 

case where permission to tat,e fish and gama, camp, hi:,e, or sig!ltsee was 
conaideration other than the 

granted for at consideration, if any, paid to the said landowner by the 

State; or (c) to any persons who are expressly invited rather than ~rely 

permitted to come upon the premises by the landownerl 2! 122 !2! ~ 

injury !2! ~ ! publiC entity 2! public employee !! liable pursuant 

!2 statute, including ~ £ (commencing ~~ Section 814) £f Division 

3.6 of !!!! Government ~ 

Nothing in this section creates a duty of care or ground of liability 

for injury to person or property. 
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Comment: Section ~45 ~as added to the Civil Code by Chapter 1759 

of the Statutes of 1963, and, being a later enacted statute than the 

Tort Claims Act (Chapter lr,8l) might be ta~,en to limit the effect of 

the latter measure. General statutory provisions relating to tort 

liability have, in the absence of countervailing indications of legis-

lative intent or public policy, been held applicable to publiC entities. 

See Flournoy :! ~ 2! California (1952) 57 Cal.2d 499 (wrongful death 

statute held applicable to State, although statute only refers to lia

bi Hty of "person" causing the death). It IS believed that persuasive 

arguments can be advanced that C.C. §846 should not be construed as a 

limitation on the Tort Claims Act, especially in vie~ of the gross in-

consistency bet~en §846 and the dangerous condition provisions of 

the Act. One commentator on the Act has already taken this position. 

Van Alstyne, California Governmental ~ Liability §G.43 (19c4). To 

avoid any doubt, §84~ should be amended to make clear that it does not 

affect statutory liabilities of publiC entities or publiC employees. 
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Code of Civil Procedure 

§l095. If judgment be given for the applicant, he may recover 

the damages which he has sustained, as found by the jury, or as may be 

determined by the court or referee, upon a reference to be ordered, 

together with costs; and for such damages and costs an execution may 

issue, and a peremptory mandate must also be awarded without delay; 

provided, however, that in all cases where the respondent ia an offlcer 

of a publiC entity, all damages and costs, or either, which may be 

recovered or awdeied, shall be recovered and awarded against the public 

entity represented by such public officer and not against auch officer 

so appearing in said proceeding, and the same ahall be a proper claim 

against the public entity for which such officer shall have appeared, 

and shall be paid as other claims against the public entity are paid; 

but in all such cases, the court shall first determine that the officer 

appeared and made defense in such proceeding in good faith; Recovery 

2! award 2! damages pursuant !2 !h!! section.!!. .!!2! limited 2! preclude!! 

2I. ~ provisions 2! ~ ! (eonmenCing !!ill Section 814) 2! Division 

3.6 2! ~ Government £2!!!, except ~ punitive 2! exemplary damages 

may .!!2! ~ recovered 2! awarded against ~ public entity. The 

presentation 2! ! ~ against !:!!! public entity pursuant !2 ~ 1 

(commenCing !ll!!. Section 2QQ,) E! Division 3.6 E! ~ Government ~ 

i!. .!!2! !. prerequisite !2 recovery 2! !!!.!!! .2! damages pursuant !2 !h!! 
sectlon; For the purpose of this section, "public entity" includes the 

State, a county, City, district or other public agency or public corpora

tion. For the purpose of this section, "officer" includes officer, agent 

or employee. 
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Comment: Section e14 of the Covern7.cnt Code declares that the 

substantive liability and immunity provisions of the Tort Claims Act 

do not affect "the right to obtain relief other than money or damages 

against a public ent! ty or public employee." The Senate Judiciary 

Committee Comment (Sen. J., April 24. 1953, p. 1885) indicates that 

this section was designed to preserve actions for "specific or pre

ventat I ve re 11 ef" and only preclude "tort act I ons for damages", where 

the Tort Claims Act provides a~ immunity. 

In line with this policy, C.C.P. §1095 should be clarified to 

indicate thst the immunities in the Tort Claims Act do not reatrict 

the right to recover incidental damages in a mandamus proceeding. This 

will not frustrate the poliCY underlying the discretionary immunity 

rule (see Govt. C §820.2). because mandamus is not available to compel 

official discretion to be exerCised in a particular manner. See. e.g., 

Jenkins v Knight (195S) 45 Cal.2d 220. But it ~li 11 tend to carry out 

the policy of Govt. C. §815.5 (liability for breach of mandatory duty) 

when a tort action based on §815.6 csnnot be maintained. Cf. Govt C §8l5.2(b) 

Section 1095 should also be clarified to indicate that the claims 

presentation procedures do not spply. It is probable that this result 

would obtain under the Act as it now reads, for a mandate proceeding 

would probably not be regarded as a "suit for money or damages" within 

the meaning of Govt. C. §945.4. even though inCidental monetary relief 

was sought. The point is, however, not entirely clear, and the necessity 

for litigation may be removed by sppropriate amendment. The need for 

presentation of a claim in mandamus cases is, at best, minimal, for 

mandate ordinarily will not issue unless there has been a prior demand 

for performance, and refusal by the officer; hence. ample notice will 

usually have been secured by these alternative channels. 
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Part 1.. Short TitJ.e and Definitions 

§ 809. This division shall be known and may be cited as the 

Governmental Tort L:1abili ty Act. 

Camnent: A short title l·rill be very helpful in referrillg to 

the governmental tort liability statute. 
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~8'2v. (,,) C:xccpt as othen,isc provided by ~tat"te (including 

Section 820.2 and Section ~), !l public employee is linble for 

injury caused by his act or omission to the same extent as a private 

person. 

(b) The liability of a public employee est~blished by 

this part (commencing with Section 814) is subject to any defenses 

that would be available to the public employee if he were a private 

person. 

Comment: A difficult problem of interpretation arises from 

the fact that both §S20 and §320.2 begi!". with the phrase, "Except 

as otherwise provided by statute". ObViously both sections cnnnot 

be exceptions to ench other. This problem was solved as to §820.2 

by making e::press reference thereto in §820, thus making clear that 

the liability declared in §820 is limited by the immunity in §820.2. 

!he same interpretative difficulty relates to §820.8, which also 

commences with the phrase, "Except as otherwise provided by statute". 

This amendment is thus besed on the same solution adopted as to 

§820.2, &nd l~ill mal:e it clear th&t §G20.3 is an exception to §820. 
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821. A public employee is not liable for an injury caused by 

hts adoption of or failure to adopt an enactment or by his failure 

to enforce sa eBS.~M.A' any ~. 

Conauent: Thi s amendment conforms §821 to the language of 

§8l!l.2. The words, "any law", as found in §818.2 were Inserted 

by the Senate (Sen. J., Feb. 26, 1963. p. S18) to broaden the 

entity's immunity to include failure to enforce decisional law. 

The employee's Immunity should have 111<e scope. 
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§325./ Except as provided in subdivision (b), a public entity shall 

PdY any jUcii><nent, or allY compromise or dettlement to which the public 

entity has agreed, based on a claim r~ainst an employee or foner employee 

of the public entity for an injury arising out of an act or omission 

alleged ly oCcurrl1l8 wi thi n the scol'e of hi s employment If .(1) not more 

than ~O days after service upon him of the complaint, counterclaim, cross-

cOtn\>laint or other pleading based on the claim, the employee or former 

employee presented a written notice to the public entity, substantially 

in the manner provided in Sections 915 and 915,.2, requesting the public 

.entity to provide for the defense of the action or proceeding; or (2) the 

public entity provided for the defense of the action or proceeding. 

(b) If the publIc enti ty provided for the defense of the action or 

proceeding pursuant to an agreement with the employee or former employee 

reserving the rights of the public entity not to pay the judgment, com~ 

promise or settlement until It is established that the injury arose ~t 

of an act or omisaion occurring within the scope of his employment as an 

employee of the public entity, the public entity shall pay the ju~gment. 

compromise or settlement only if the fact that the inj.ury arose out of 

an act or om;ssion occurrill8 in the scope of employment of the 'employee 

or former employee as an employee of the' publtc entity (1) was,establlshed 

In the Bction.or proceeding against the employee or former employee, or 

(2) Is established by the claimant to the satisfaction' of the board (as 

defined in Section 940.2), or (3) is established in an action or proceeding 

by the claimant against the pubUc entity. 

(c) The presentation of a claim pursuant to Part 3 (commencing with 

Section 900) of Division 3~6 of the Government Code is not a prerequisite 

to enforcement of the li'abil1ty ofa public entity under this section to 

pay a judgment, compromise or settlement. 

(d) Nothing in this section authorizes a public entity to pay such 

part of a claim or judgment ~ is for punitive or exemplaJ:Y daml!~a, 
~4-
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Comment: This is a complete recasting of §825. It is designed to 

eliminate certain ambiguities. alter \<ey language to correspond more 

closely to §§995 - 99:;.G (defense of public employees). and mal,e a few 

desirable substantive changes. 

Subdiviaion (a) is based cn the first paragraph of present §825. 

and the first clause of its second paragraph. The reference to cross

action pleadings corresponds to §9~5. The inclusion of procedural 

provlaions for requesting a defense eliminates a hiatus in existing lew. 

The time for presenting the request has been changed fram not less than 

10 days before the trial to not more than 10 days after service of the 

pleading which asserts the claim in question. If the entity is to be 

charged with the duty of paying the judgment, It should have an oppor

tunity to draft the pleadings. underta!:e discovery proceedings. engage 

In negotiations for settlement at an early date. conduct the pretrisl 

conference (I f any). and ma!,e appropriate pretrial motions. ';:0 obtain 

the request only a fe'IJ days before the torial date would often be too 

late for the entity. If it determines to defend. to protect its interest, 

adequately. 

Subdivision Cb) is based on the second paragraph of existing §825. 

It attempts to eliminate the uncertainty which presently exists as to 

how the requisite fact of scope of employment is to be "established" 

when the defense Is under a reservation of rights. Since the entity 

conducted the defense. It is believed appropriate to nold it b2und by 

the determination of the Issue if made in that action. (The issue of 

the employee's scope of employment may. of course. be relevant and 

material even tnough tbe action Is solely against the employee. This 

will ordinarily be the case in dangerous condition actions. See Govt. 

C. §040. .~ in w~dical malpractice actions involving prisoners or 

mental inmates. See Govt. C. §§344.6, 854.3.) But if there was no 
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determination of ~he issue in that action. the claimant should have 

an opportunity to conVince the ~overnin3 Qo~rd (or State 30ard of Control) 

t!-:at the requ; si ~e filet e::isted. "1: thout :;:1e necessity for instItuting 

an action ag:::inst the entlt,.. Th!s is tr.e purpose of subdivision (b)(2). 

In extreme cases, of course, an action rna)' !JecO!ne necessar/. See (b)(3). 

~ubdivision (c) elininates uncertllinty under the exist! OS la'l as to 

whether the entity's lia!Jillty to pay a judgment, settlement or compromise 

under this sect Ion is conditioned on prior presentation of a claim. 

Since the ent;.ty either defe·nded the action for the employee, or agreed 

to a comprom:se or settlement of the claim, it already had adeqiate 

notice to satisfy the policy of the claim procedure~ Thus, the presen~ 

tation of a further claim 110uld serve no useful purpose, and is here 

expressly eliminated. 

Subdivision (d) is based on the Illst parasrcph of present §825. 

-6-
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former employee of a public entity pays any claim or judgment against him, 

or any portion thereof, that the public entity 'e, required to pay under 

Section C25, he is entitled to recove~ the amount of such payment from 

the public entity. 

(b) If t,1e public entity did not e81ul"e!; provide for his defense 

against the act ion or clni,m, elF ~i I;Re fOl48He eRHl;y eeRilwe5eil 8,.eR 

~wel~e eR~'~y SeS'RSS R.~v an employee or :ormer e~ployee of a public 

entity ~y recover from t~e public entity under subdivision (a) only if 

ke esssloUslt8S :2!!. fact t ~nt t:1e act or omission upon t"t:lch the claim or· 

jud3ment is based occurred t~ithin the scope of his emploY"lent as an 

employee of the puolic entity ill Is established ~ the employe~ 2! 

foner employe~ E.E: ~ setisfact',on of the board (as ':efincci !!!. Section 

~ because ££ actuel frnud, corruption 2! actual nelice; ~~ (2) is ~ 

tablis:lei £1. ~ e;.~"lo?ee 2! former e:nploy~e !!!. !!E. action ,!!! proceeding 

a,'lainst !1! public ~tj', and the public entlt;' fails to establish that 

he acted or fal led to Mt because of actua! fraud, corrupt i on or a~uaf 

mali ce. 

(c) 1! the public entity provided for his defense against the action 

or claim pursuant ~ ~ (lgreenent.!!!!! ~reserving ~ rights !?!. ~ 
p'ubllc entity again!!: him. ~ employee .£! fo~r employee ~ ~ public 

entity may ~~~ fran the public entity uncler subdivision (a) only if 

the fact that the act or onission upon which the claim or judgment is ------------------- -
based occur~ within the scope ,of his .enployment ~~ employee o.!..!!!! 

public ~,i~ ill )!!§ establio~ed 1E ~ action.E:! proceeding against the 

emPloyee ~ fOI':':1er employee, E m ~ established.!!x .!!!!.. :'Oployee or 

-7 .. 
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for:ner e··..,!o;ree to the satisfaction of ,:-'e 'oMd (t:s deaned in Section -- ----
940.2), ~ ill is este.bIished by the employee ~ form~ employee ~ ~ 

action ?2: proceeding against ~ public entity; provided, however, ~ 

the emp loyee £E. fo rrne r emp 1 oyee may !ecover uncler ~ subdivision ~ 

the board is satisfied that he did not act or fell to act ---- ------------
because of ,~ctua 1 fraud, corrupt i on £E. !lctual mali ce, or, g!!!. action 

£E. proceeding i! ~u~ht against the public enti tx, only!!!.!!! public 

ent! tx ~ E2. establi sll therein that ~ acted £E. failed ~ ~ because 

.2! actual .fraud, corruption 2.!: ~:.~ !'IaHce. 

(d). :~e presentation ?f ! ~ pursuant to P!!!-1 (commencing 

>1i th Section 2,00) of DiviSion 3.6 of the Government ~ i! !!2! ! pre. 

requisite E2. enforce~ant of ~ liability of ! public entity ~ this 

~ection !2 E!l ! jud~ment, Compromise or settleQant. 

Commentl Section 025.2 is here recast to conform ~o the chanees 

recomnen<!ed in Sec~ion 325. ":he p'Jrpose of the chan!3es, as in the cgse 

of $ection 325, is to separate into different subdivisions the somewhat 

different provisions relati.ng to the entityt~ C:uty of Indemnification 
• 

,~here it has provided a defense under a reservation of ri~hts, from 

the provisions that a?ply when there ;':::0 ~'een no defense provided or 

an unconditional defense. In add!tlon, the sug~ested Inngus3e 11Ss been 

so "7ritten as to 111.'11:e it cler.r the:: the duty of Inde,"nificetion need not 

be the sub ject of an ac~ i on a:::ai nst the ent it,'. provi ,:ed tt:e board is 

sn~isfied that the factual requisites are present. Finally, as In 

Secti:ln 025, ~ny contention ~:,at a claim must be presented in order to 

enforce :::1C entity's duty of indemnification is eliminated bye::press 

provision in subdivision (d). 
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§C25.6. (a) If a public entity pays any claim or judsment, or any 

portion tl1ereof, eiti1er aga;.nst itself or a:~3.lus:: .:1n erllplc.:re.e or former 

employee of the public entity, for nn tnjUt;r :.!risin: 01:': of en act or 

omission of the employee or forner employee of the public entity, the 

public entity may recover from t!:e etlployee or !'or:o:er employee t:,e 

amount of such payment if he acted or failed to act because of actual 

fraud, corruption or actual malice. Except as provided in subdivision (b), 

a public entity may not recover any paynents made upon a judgment or 

claim against lin employee or !'ormer employee if the pubUc enti ty con-

ducted his defense e~ainst the action or claim. 

(b) If a public entity pays any claim or judgment, or any portion 

thereof, against an ernployee or former employee of the public entity 

for an injury arising out of his act or omission, and if the publiC 

entity conducted his defense against the claim or action pursuant to an 

agreement with him reservinc the rights of the public entity against him, 

the public entity may recover the amount of such payment from him unless 

he est~blishes~ £E is ~ previously established ~ ~ action "against him : 
2! anainst Sh! ~ublic entity, 

I that the act or omission upon which the claim or judgment is based 

occurred within the scope of his employment as an employee of the public 

entity and the public entity fails to establish that he acted or failed 

to act because of actual fraud, corruption or actual malice. 

Comment: This amendment, which conforms §825.6 to the proposed 

2nended versions of §§825 and 825.2, in effect ma!<es the determination 

of scope of employment, if made in the action against the employee, con-

elUSive upon the publiC entity. Since the entity provided the defense in 

that act',on, it s:,ould not !:lave a second opportunity to litigate the 

Issue. Simi.larly, if the deterrnin~tion was nade in an action against the 

entIty (auch as an action by the claimant to enforce the entity's duty 

under §S25(b)(3) ), it should also collaterally estop the entity. 
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§325.8. '::he provisions 2! ~ article prevail 2::!!:! ~ iilltlUnity 

of.: public enti.ty or puh1i~ employee, except as ot:!e~,lise provided 

in Secticns 344.6(d) and 854.8(d) .£! the Government Code ~ ~ ~ 

other statut.: hereafter enacted which expressly denies, limits ~ 

conditions the liabi lities or duties provided ~ ~ article. 

Comment: It seems reasonably clear, from the general pattern and 

framework of the Tort Claims Act of 1963, that the indemnification 

provisions of §§825 - 825.6 ,,'ere intended to be applied without regard 

for specific Immunities that might protect public entities and public 

employees from direct liability. In other words, the fact that the 

entity might be immune from direct liability would not preclude its 

duty to indemnify an employee «ho wes held Hable (e.g., employee held 

liable for wi Iful miscondUct In transporting injured person from scene 

of fire, under Govt •. c. §350.8, although public entity is totally 

immune from direct liability in such cases). Conversely, the fact that 

the employee might be immune from direct personal liability would not 

prevent the entity from enforci~ his duty, where actual fraud, corrup

tion or actual malice is shown, to reimburse the entity after it had 

been held liable and had satisfied the judgment (e.g., in a dangerous 

condition case, where employee liability is more restricted than 

entity liability). Sections 844.0{d) and 854.8(d), which make the duty 

of inclenmific~tion optional in cases of injuries to prisoners and mental 

patients, are consistent with this interpretation; for in the absence of 

these proviSions, indemnification «ould (under the suggested interpre

tation) have been mandatory. Other indications that the Commission's 

intent <las subst~ntially as outlined above appear in its Recorrmendation, 
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proposed Govt. C. §825.(.. which pOinted out that the enti ty ~1Ou1d have 

the right to recover from the employee, on a showing of actual fraud, 

corruption, or actual malIce, amounts paid by the entity on a judgment 

based on that employee I s conduct "even in those cases where the public 

employee would have been immune from liability had he been sued 

di rect 1y". lb!.£.. at 847.) 

The only difficulty wi th the interpretation outlined above is that 

it is based on inference and argument from legislative history, and not 

on express language in the Act. ~o be sure, the general rule that the 

liabi li ty of a public entity is subject to "any irnrnunity of the public 

entity provided by statute" is, Itself, qualified by the Introductory 

clause which limits its apl'licatlon when "otherwise provided by statute". 

Govt. C. §815(b}. The general rule that a public entity has the 

benefit of i1lll1lunities of employees (G"ovt. c. §8l5.2(b) ) is li~,ewise 

qualified by the words, "E:'cept as otherwise provided by statute". 

But, is it entirely clear that the indemnification provisions are 

statutes t:Ult "otherwi se provide" ? Could I t not be argued that since 

the indemnification sections relate to rights and duties between public 

entities '1nd their employees, ,.,hile the other liability and ilil!Dunity 

provisions are concerned ,,; th rights and duties between thi rd persons 

end public entities or public personnel, there is no necessary inconsis

tency? If so, the immunities could be biven full effect as modifying 

the indemnification prOVisions, under the general rule that immunities 

prevail over liabilities. 

cO avoid eny interpretation along these lines, the new section set 

out above is here proposed. By limiting Its effect to the two named 

sections and to future expliCit statutory ~difications, it clearly pre

cludes giving any effect to Veh. C, §l7002 even it it is not repealed. 
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§830.4. A condition is not a dangerous cc"dHio~. l-1itnln tb·~ 

meaning of this chapter M8Fe~y solely because of the failure to 

provide Fee~~a_awy official traffic control signals ~ described in 

Section ~ £f ~ Vehicle ~, stop signs ~ described ~ Section 

21401 of the Vehicle ~, yield right-of-way signs !! described ~ 

Section ~ £f ~ Vehicle ~, ~F speed restriction signsT'as des-

cribed Py in Section 21403 of the Vehicle Code, or distinctive roadway - --
markings as described in Section 21460 of the Vehicle Code. 

Comment: This section cnd §u30.8, when read together, pose certain 

difficult problems of interpretation as originally drafted. ~or example, 

this section refers to "regulatory traffic control signals", while 

§830.8 refers to "trafffc or warning signals'" The Vehicle Code, 

however, does not employ precisely this terminology; in feet, an officiel 

traffIc control device is defined therein as "any sign, signal, marking 

or device • • • for the purpose of regulatinp" warnin~ or guiding 

traffic". Veh. C. §440. (Emphasis aup!'Hed.) :hus, under the present 

wording, it is difficult to Identify exactly what signs or signals are 

meant, and to distinguish them clearly from the ones referred to in 

§830.e. The original intent that these two sections refer to different 

Signs, signals and marUngs is, however, c:uite clear. See Comnission's 

Recommendetion, p. 851. 

The wording of the proposed amendment uses the exact terminology 

of the Vehicle Code, and :,eys each descriptive phrase to the appropriate 

Vehicle Code section. These changes, together with conforming changes 

in §G30.C, should eliminate any ambiguity. 
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§83J.8. Neither a public entity nor a public employee is liable 

under this chapter for an injury caused by the failure to provide ~paii~8 

filF 'ioii~H;R~~5 sirne1s, si;:;ns, r.arrdngs or ~ official traffic control 

S~ction 
devices (other ~ ~ referred !2 l!!. tlgO. 4) designed .2! intended 

!2 ~ .2! guide traffic, !2. authorized .£i: eese;r;'!.eol ~B the Vehicle Code. 

Nothing in thi.s section exonerates a public entity or public employee 

from liabi lity for injury pro:dmately caused by such fai lure if a signal. 

sign, mar'dng or device (other than one <l88;l~'geel referreci !:9. in 

. Secti.on C3J.4) was necessary to warn of a dangerous condition which 

endangered the safe movement of traffic and which would not be reasonably 

apparent to, and ~1Ould not have been anticipated by, a person· exercising 

due care. 

Co~ent: This proposed amendment is intended to clarify the 

relationahip between this section and §830.4. See the Comment under 

proposed amended §83Q.4. The phrase, "to ~larn or guide traffic", is 

adapted from Vehicle Code §§21350 and 21351, which authorize the placing 

and me.intenance by the Divi sion of Highways end local author! ties, respec-

tively, of "such appropriate signs, signals or other traffic control 

devices • • • to warn or gUide traffic". The exclusion of the devices 

"referred to" (a term believed more accurate than "described in") in 

Section 33C.4 is consistent "ith the original intent. 

The principal types of traffic control devices within the purview 

of this section (excluding those mentioned in §830.4, of course) are: 

detour signs (Veh. C. §21363), equestrian crossing signs (Veh. C. §21805), 

livestock crossing signs (Veh. C. §213(4), open livestoc:, range warning 

signs (Veh. C. §2l365), pedestrian crossing prohibition signs (Veh. C. 

§2l361); railroad warning approach signs (Veh. C. §§21362, 21404); road 

wor~'. "arnins si-gns (Vell. C. §214Clo); school crosswalk warnill8 signals and 

signs (Veh. C. §§21367, 2l36G); and school warninz signs (Veh. C. §22352{b). 

-13-
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§C:l. !)either a public entity noz' a pu:"lic employee is liable for 

an inju::~r caused by t~le effect on the use of streets.L 8k~ highways.!. 

alle7S, sidewal',s £! ~ :>ubl;c ~ of ,·,eather conditions as such. 

Nothing in ~hic section exonerates a public entity or public employee 

from liability for injury proximately caused by such effect if it would 

not be reasonably apparent to, and would not be anticipated by, a person 

exercis;,ng due care. For t:,e purpose of this section, the effect on 

the use of streets.!. ARt! highways.!. alleys, sidewel!<s 2! ~ public 

ways of westher conditions includes the effect of fog, wind, rain, flood. 

ice or snmi but does not include physical damage to or deterioration of 

streets.!. SRS highways.!. alleys, s;.de,~al:,s £! ~ public ways resulting 

from westher conditions. 

Comment: This is a clarifying amendment. :he "'OrdS, "streets" 

and "highways", as defined in the Vehicle Code, include aUeys and 

sidewalk~. See Veh. ::. §§350 (defining "highwey::), 590 (defining "street"), 

and 555 (defining "sidewal',::). But the Vehicle Code definitions are 

not directly applicable to §~31. Thus, although it is probcble that 

the present section would be construed to include sidewal~,s and alleys 

(see Bertollozzi ! Progressive Concr~ Co. (1949) 95 Cal. App.2d 332, 

212 P.2d 910), the court might conceivably find an intent to limit the 

section to weather conditions that affect vehicular traffic. This intent 

might be derived from the fact that the Law ~evision Commission's 

?'ecommendation, p. 824, appeers to discuss this section only with respect 

to "drivers" and "motorists" on the hit;hways, and ma',es no re'ference to 

pedestrians at all. Under the general rule of inter?retation advanced 

in !·jus:<opf (that where negligence eXists, l1abili ty \s the rule and 

immunity the exception), such a narro"1 interpretation is not impossible. 

The proposed amendment is thus designed to forestall unnecessary litigation. 
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c c' 031.2. i-Ieither a public en'~i-;;y nor a public employee is liab1.e for 

an inj\lr,' ce.uEcd ~,' a ratural con(~iticn of any ll.'1:'.r':.oro':e':' :;:>I.!blic :rroperty 

y-iRe~~iRB-8Q~-R8~-limi~eQ-~8-aBY-Ba~wpal-8eaa~~~eB-ef-aBY-!8ke1-s~peaay 

For the purposes of this section, "unimproved public 

property" means an area of land or llater, or both, ill its natural condition. 

bu:; (Loes not inc1.ude any portion of such an area upon which structural 

or other artificial improvements have been or are being constructed, except 

that clllUlges for the 1.imited purpose of conservation of natural resources 

do not alter the unimproved character of such'property. 

Comment: Section 831..2 provides immunity for conditions of "unimproved 

pub1.ic property." The definition of "unimproved pub1.ic property" makes it 

c1.ear that a fire trai1. or fire access road runninG through a forest is not 

C an "improvement"; it makes it c1.ear that the p1.antinG of trees in a b=d

over area, to prevent runoff and erosion, is not an "improvement"; it makes 

it c1.ear that thinning of underbrush to promote grollth in a redwood. grove 

C 

is not an "improvement." Nor is a communication 1.ine for the sole purpose 

of fire protection an "improvement." The definition also makes it c1.ear 

that a 1.arge area in its natural condition is not "improved" merely because 

an improvement is constructed in a small. portion of ';;he area; only the portion 

of 'Ghe area that is improved is taken out from under 'Ghe protection provided 

by this section. On the other hand, when portions of such areas are "improved" 

for recreational. purposes--by dredging, f11.1.ing in '.lith imported sand, anchoring 

of diving platforms, or constructing of piers for boats, or the 1.ike--only the 

area so improved is taken out from under the protection provided by this 

sec'oion. 

The definition also makes unnecessary the lanGuaGe 1Tllich has been deleted 

from Section 831..2. 
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§b31.G. (a) Subjec~ to subdivisions (c) and (d), neither a publiC 

entity r,.:>r a public employee is liable under this chapter for an injury 

caused by the condition of a reservoir if at the time of the injury the 

person injured w~s using the property for en~' purpose ot:ler then that for 

which the public entity intended or permitted the property to be used. 

(b) Subject to subdivisions (c) and (d), neither an irrigation 

district organized pursuant ~ Division !! (commencing !iSh Section 

20500) of the \Jater Code nor an employee thereof nor the State nor a 

state employee is liable under this chapter for an injury caused by the 

condition of a canals, conduits or drains used for the collection, 

distribution £! dischar~e of water if at the time of the injury the 

person injured was using the property for any purpose other than that 

for which the district or State intended £!: permltted"it to be used. 

(c) (no chanre from present te~tJ • • 

(d) (no change from present text] • • 

Comment: These proposed amendments are 1,ntended to clarl £y 5831.8. 

The meaning of the term, "irrigation district", as it appears in the 

present text is not entirely clear, for some types of districts that 

engage in irriaation functions are organized under other statutes than 

the Irrigction 'Jistrict La~;, and have other official names (e.g., Califor-

nia \,ater Cistricts; County ',laterworks Districts; etc.). Reference to 

Division 11 of the Water Code eliminates any ambiguity on this point. 

The 1<lOrd, "di stri bution", in the present text. seems to suggest that 

only water conduits carrying \;ater to users are within the scope of 

§831.8(b); yet the term, "drains", appears to contemplate channels used 

to collect surplus or flood waters and convey them to points of discharge 

as well. J:his latter meaning is IIISde clear by the added \;ords. 

The ;rards, "or permitted;" are inserted in (b) to conform to theIr 

use in (a). No rational reason is !<no~m for thedl fference now existing. 
-:16. 
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injury caused by a dangerous condition of its property if the plaintiff 

establishes that the property was in a dangerous condition at the time 

of the injury, that the injury was proximately caused b), the dangerous 

!!hk sf i"a ltORt! 8! 'B~\lFy w".e1o\ was bll",ue~ injury occurred ~ ! way.-- . 

• ~ ~ reasonably foreseeable!! ! consequence £! ~ dangerous 

condition of ~ property, and that either: 

(a) A negligent or wrongful act or omission of an employee of the 

publiC entity within the scope of his employment created the dangerous 

condition; or 

(b) The public entity had actual or constructive notice of the 

dangerous condition under Section 835.2 a sufficient time prior to the 

injury to have taken measures to protect against the dangerous condition. 

Comment: The ~lords of thi s sect i on, as origi naUy enacted, do not 

make entirely clear ~~hat is meant by ;"dnd of injury". On their surface, 

these words appear to refer to the nature of the interest invaded - i.e., 

was lit reasonably foreseeable that the condition would cause death, 

personal injury, property damage, or some other actionable invasion of 

an interest in "person, reputation, character, feelings or estate". 

See Govt. C. §81O.8, defining "injury". But this view is not reflected 

in the official comment under §835, which intimates that a motorist 

might recover for injury caused by a chuc:<hole in a road while an 

ai rplane pi lot might not, "for it is reasonably foreseeable that motor-

ists will be injured by such a defect, but it is highly unli!<ely that 

airplanes will encounter the hazard." Sen. J., April 24, 1963, p. 1892. 

Thus, foreseeability was intended to refer to the way the injury happens 

rather than the kind of interest which was adversely affected. 

-17-
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§835.!. Sections 318.2, 320.2 and ~ of ~ Gover~~ent Code do 

!!£!:. limit £! preclude liability pursuant E.2 ~ article. 

Comment: This section, ",hich is entirely new, is intended to make 

clear the inapplicability of the discretionary immunity and the 

immunity for failure to enforce the la", to public entity liability for 

dangerous property conditions. It is believed that this result is in 

accord with the original legislative intent, but that it should be made 

express rather than left to judicial interpretation. 

Ordinarily, as the official comment under §81S pointed out (Sen. J., 

April 24, 19(;3. p. 1887). "the immunity provisions wi 11 ••• prevail 

over all sections imposing liab! lityL. But §81S so provides only 

"ey.cep~ as otherwise provided by statute". How does one know when a 

!iabi Ii ty provi sion does "otherwi se provide"? The answer gi ven by the 

official comrnent to §815 was: "':1here the sections imposing !iab! lity or 

granting en immunity do not fall into this general pattern [i.e., im-

munity prevailing over liability], the sections themselves ma:,e this 

clear." Ibid. 

Unfortunately, Section 835 docs not ma;,e this clear, except by a 

process of liberal interpretation assisted by the legislative history. 

Section 835 be:>ins with the words, ';Zxcept as provided by statute", and 

thus appears, when ta:,en literally, to be directly subject to existing 

statutory immunities, including the discretionary immunity and the im-

munity for failure to enforce the law. But manifestly, to apply these two 

immunities in dangerous condition cases would eliminate most of the lia-

bility in those cas~- for the baSis of dangerous condition liability is 

ordinarily either a discretionary act or omiSSion or a failure to enforce 

the law (i.e., building codes, safety orders, etc.). The nonapplicability 

of these two immunities should thus be made express to eliminate doubts. 
-18-
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§846. A:l o':mer of any estate in ~~e~l prore::ty (·\vCs ~1O -~u::y of ca:.::e 

to !<eep the Fremi ses safe for entry or use by others for ta:,inr; of fi sl1 

and Barne, campin07 tV'ater sports, hi 1:ing 0:" sishtseeing, or to give any 

\Jarning of hazardous conditions, uses of, atxucturo:s, or activities on 

such premises to persons entering for such purposes, except aa pro~lded 

in this section. 

An owner of any estate in real property who gives permission to 

another to ta!,e fish and game, camp, hi',e or sightsee upon the premises 

does not thereby (a) extend any assurance that the premises are safe for 

such purpose, or (b) constitute the person to whom permission has been 

granted the legal status of an invitee or licensee to whom a duty of care 

is owed, or Cc) assume responsibility for or incur liability for any injury 

to person or property caused by any act of such person to whom permission 

has been c;arnted except as ?rovided in t'~is section. 

This section does not limit the liability which othenlise exists 

(a) for willful or malicious failure to guard or warn against a dangerous 

condition, use, structure or activ'.ty; or (b) for i.njury suffered in any 

case w:,ere permission to take fis:, and game, camp, hi:,e, or sig:ltsee was 
consideration other than the 

granted for a/consideration, if any, paid to the said landowner by the 

State; or (c) to any persons 'iho are el<pressly invited rather than 1JIE!rely 

permitted to corne upon the premises by the landownerl £! (d) i£! !E 

injury for ~ ~ public entity £! public employee i! liable pursuant 

!:£ statute, includinp; ~ ~ (commencing 'lith Section 814) of Division 

3.6 of the Government ~ 

Nothing in this section creates a duty of care or ground of liability 

for injury to person or property. 
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COMment: Section G~ was ad~ed to the ~iVll Cvde by Chapter 1759 

of the Statutes of 19,: 3, and, bein~ " later enacted statute than the 

Tort Claims Act (Chapter l~Sl) might be ta':en to limit the effect of 

the latter me~5ure. General statutory provisions relatlnc to tort 

liability have, in the absence of countervai lin;:; indications of le~a. 

lative intent or public policy, been ~eld Ilpplicable to publiC entitles. 

See Flournoy ~ ~ of California (1952) 57 Cal.2d 499 (wrongful death 

stlltute held applicable to State, although statute only refers to lis

bi lity of "person" causing the death). It is believed that persuasive 

arGuments can be advanced that C.C. §34G should not be construed as a 

limitation on the Tort Claims Act, especially in view of the gross In

consistency between §84G and the dangerous condition provisions of 

the Act. One commentator on the Act has already taken this position. 

Van Alstyne, Cali fornla Governmental !2!!:. Llablli ty §G .43 (l9~4). To 

avoid any doubt, §84:' should be amended to rna!,e clear that it does not 

affect statutory lillbilities of public entities or public employees. 

-20-
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COOQ of Civil Procedure 

§l095. If judgment be given for the applicant, he may recover 

the damages which he has sustained, as found by the jury, or as may be 

determined by the court or referee, upon a reference to be ordered, 

together t;ith costs; and for such damages and costs an e:tecution may 

issue, and a peremptory mandate must also be awarded without delay; 

provided. however, that in all cases where the respondent is an officer 

of a public entity, all damages and costs, or either, which may be 

recovered or awd~ed. shall be recovered and awarded against the public 

entity rapresented by such pu~lic officer and not against such officer 

so appearing in said proceeding, and the same shall be a proper claim 

against the public entity for which such officer shall have appeared, 

and shall be paid as other claims against the public entity are paid; 

but in all such cases, the court shall first determine that the officer 

appeared and made defense in such proceeding in good faith. Recovery 

2! ~ 2! dama~es pursuant E£ this section!.! !!££ limited 2! precluded 

~ ~ provisions of !:!!! ~ (commencing ~ Section 814) of Division 

3.6 2! the Government ~. except ~ punitive 2! exemplary damages 

may !!££ £! recovered 2! a~!arded against .!..!!! public entity. the 

presentation 2f! ~ against ~ public entity pursuant E£~ 1 

(commenCing !.!!h Section 900) 2! Division 3.6 of the Government £2!!! 

!.! !!££ ~ prerequisite E£ recovery 2! ~ of damsges pursuant E£ this 

section. For the purpose of this section. "public entity" includes the 

State, a county. city, district or other public agency or publiC corpora

tion. For the purpose of this section. "officer" includes officer. agent 

or emp loyee. 
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Comment: Section 814 of the Government Code declares that the 

substantive liability and immunity provisions of the Tort Claims Act 

do not affect "the right to obtain relief other then money or damages 

against a public entity or pua!ic employee." The Senate Judiciary 

Committee Comment (Sen. J., April 24, 1953, p. laBS) indicates that 

this section was designed to preserve actions for "specific or pre

ventative relief" end only preclude "tort actions for damages". where 

the Tort Claimn Act provides an immunity. 

In line t~ith this policy, C.C.P. §1095 should be clarified to 

indicate that the Immunities in the Tort Claims Act do not Y8.t~C& 

the right to recover incidental damages in a mandamus proceeding. This 

will not frustrate the policy underlying the discretionary immunity 

rule (see Govt. C §820.2), because mandamus is not avei1ab1e to compel 

offici a) discretion to be exercised in a particular manner. See, e.g., 

Jenki liS v Kni ght (195:') 4(, COl 1. 2d 220. But i t ~li 11 tend to carry out 

the policy of Govt. C. §G15.5 (liability for breech of mandatory duty) 

t~lten a tort action based on §815.6 cannot be maintained. Cf. Govt C §8l5.2(b) 

Section 1095 should also be clarified to indicate that the claims 

presentation procedures do not apply. It is probable that this result 

would obtain under the Act as it now reads, for a mandate proceeding 

would probably not be regarded as a "suit for money or damages" within 

the meaning of Govt. C. §945.4, eve~ though inCidental monetary relief 

was sought. The point Is, hm'/ever, not entirely clear, and the necessity 

for litigation may be removed by appropriate amendment~ The need for 

presentation of a claim in mandamus cases is, at best, minimal, for 

mandate ordinarily will not issue unless there has been a prior demand 

for performance, and refusel by the officer; hence, ample notice will 

usually have been secured by these alternative channels • 
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§844. As used in this chapter, "prisoner" includes an Inmate 

of a prison, jailor penal or correctional faci1ity~ except ~ 

~ person within the jurisdiction of the juvenile ~ !! ! 

"prisoner" only if he .!!. !!!. i.nmate pursuant !2. ~ previous adjudication, 

whether ll.!!!! 2! not ... declaring .!!!!!! !2. be ! ~ of ~ juvenile ~ 

~ Section £Ql of ~ \~elfare and Institutions Code, 2! finding 

under Section 707 of the Helfare and Institutions Code that he is - ---- - ----
!!2S. ~ ill. !!!i proper subject !2. be !!£!.!! lli!h ~ !h!. provisions .!!i 

Comment: In the 11 ght of the orl gi nal offi ci a1 comment on the 

unamended definition in this section, a person adjudicated as a ward of 

the juvenile court, if an inmate, would be a "prisoner" subject to the 

immunity provisions of §§844 - 846. 7he Comment, for example, stated 

that a "~lard of the juveni Ie court engaged in fire suppression would be 

considered a prisoner as defined In this section". Sen. J., April 24, 

1963, p. 1893. 

The juveni Ie court la~" as revised in 19~ I, contemplates three 

classes of minors to be dealt wi th under that latn (1) dependent, 

neglected or abandoned children, who are termed "dependent children 

of the court" rather than "wards" (see ~lelf. & Inst. C. §600), (2)minors 

whose conduct is likely to result in delinquency, and who for that reason 

may be made wards of the court (ibid., §~Ol), and (3) minors who havp. 

committed criminal acts or have Violated orders of the juvenile court 

(ibid., §602). The rationale of the juvenile court law appears to 

regard the first two categories as designed principally for protective 

purposes and the third as primarily correctional or rehabilitative. The 

definition of "priSoner" should mal~e it clear ~lhich of these classes of 
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minors are to be treated as "prisoners". The amendment here suggested 

has been formulated in the belief that the immunities which flow from 

classi fication as a "pri soner" are predicated chiefly on the rationale 

of non-interference with the peculiar needs of penal custody, discipline 

and control. That rationale would justify treating a suspect under 

arrest as a prisoner, if he is an adult, even before trial and conviction. 

But, in light of the fact that juvenile court proceedings are not criminal 

proceedings (Welf. 5: lnst. C. §503) and the juvenile hall is not a penal 

institution (' .. lel£. 5: lnst. C. §851), it seems to follow that minors being 

held as inmates of a "prison, jail or penal or correctional facility" 

should not always be treated as "prisoners". Conversely,!.!!!!!! minors 

gUilty of criminal offenses, but being handled in juvenile court procee-

dings, probably should be regarded as "prisoners" under thh rationale, 

as the Judiciary Committee Comment indicates was the initial intent. The 

amendment here proposed is intended to distinguish the former category 

from the latter. 

!xcluded from the definition of "prisoner" by the proposed amended 

definition would be: (1) minors held in temporary custody before 8 deten-

tion hearing is held (,'lel£. 5: lnst. C. §§625, 628, (63); (2) minors under 

observation in a county psychopathic hospital pending proceedings to deter-

mine whether they should be declared wards of the court (Helf. 5: lnst. C. 

§705); (3) minors declared wards of the court under Section 601 who are 

placed in a juveni Ie home, ranch, camp or forestry camp (Helf. 5: lnst. C. 

§730); (4) dependent children and wards of the court committed to care of 

a public agency (Helf. 5: lnst. C. §727); (5) wards and dependent children 

temporari 1 Y detai ned pend i ng execut i on of a court order (\~elf. & lnst. C. 

§737); (5) wards or dependent children under commitment to Department of 

lIental Hygiene for observation (\.Ielf. 5: lnst. C. §103); and (7) wards and 

dependent children at Youth Authority diagnostic and treatment centers (§~" 
-24-
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§845.6. Neither a public entity nor a public employee is liable for 

injury proximately caused by the fa,lure of the employee to furnish or 

obtain medical care for a prisoner in his custody; but, except as other

wise provided by Sections 844.6, 855.8 and 356, a public employee, and 

the public entity where the employee is acting within the scope of his 

employment, is liable if the employee knows or has reason to know that 

the prisoner is in need of immediate medical care and he falls to take 

reasonable action to summon such medical care. Nothing in this section 

exonerates a public employee ~ is licensed~ certificated £! registered 

in one of the healing arts under Q~¥t8t8a a ~e8~eRetRe Wt~k SeS5t8R 

~QQ~ sf &RS P~S~R888 AR8 P~8i8S8t8a8 S888 any ~ 2! ~ state, £! ! 

public employee who. although E2! !£ licensed, certificated £! registered. 

!!. engaged.!! ! public employee In ~ lawful practice 2! Q!!! 2! ~ 

healing arts. from liability for injury proximately caused by malpractice 

or exonerates the public entity from liability for injury proximately 

caused by such malpractice. 

Comment: The insertion of the cross-reference to §344.6 clarifies 

this section's relationship to §844.~, in.conformIty with the like 

amendment to Section 345.4. 

The change in the last sentence expands the scope of the public 

employees who are referred to as potentially liable for medical mel

practice to include all types of medical personnel, end not merely the 

limited classes who ere "licensed" under the Business & Professions 

Code. This amendment is In conformity with the smendment to Section 

844.6(d). 

-25-
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§844.6. (a) Not<7ithstandlng any other provisions of ~"W !.!!!!. part, 

except as provided in 8~~Q'v's'eMs ~~~, ~~~, "RQ ~Q} Bf this section, 

a public entity is not liable for: 

(1) An injury proximately caused by any prisoner. 

(2) An injury to any prisoner. 

(b) Nothing in this section affects the liability of a public 

entity under Article 1 (commencing with Section 17000) of Chapter 1 of 

Division 9 of the Vehicle Code. 

(c) Nothing in thi s section prevents a person, other than a 

prisoner, from recovering from the public entity for an injury resulting 

from the dangerous condition of public property under Chapter 2 (commencing 

with Section 830) of this part. 

(d) Nothing in this section exonerates a public employee from 

liability for injury proximately caused by his negligent or wrongful act or 

c omission. The public entity may but is not required to pay any judgment, com-

promise or settlement, or may but is not required to indemnify any publiC em-

ployee, in any case where the publiC entity is immune from liebility under 

this section; except that the publiC entity shall pay, as provided in Article 

4 (commencing with 3ection 825) of Chapter 1 of this part, any judgment based 

on a claim against a pUblic employee who is licensed, certificated or regis---- - -

! publiC employee who, although ~ !2 licensed, certificated 2! registered, 

l! engaged ~ ! public employee.!.!!. !:!!! lawful practice of 2!!! ~ ili healing 

~ for malpractice arising from an act or omission in the scope of his 

employment, and shall pay any compromise or settlement of a claim or action 

c' based on such malpractice to which the public entity has agreed. 

(e) Nothing .!.!!. this section prevents £! limits the application 

~ !hi! section ~ Article 1 (commencing ~ Section 814) of Chapter 1 
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Comment: The amendment to (a) is designed to eliminate uncertainty. 

As originally enacted, this subdivision appears to preclude liability 

(except as provided in this section) alsewhere provided by any law. ::aken 

literally, this ~lould impliedly re!Jeal, at least in some cases, Penal 

Code §§4900-490~ (liability up to $5000 for erroneous conviction), and 

Penal Code §401l (liability of cities and counties for medical care of 

prisoners injured by public employees or fellow prisoners). Horeover, 

as a specific provision, it might even be construed to prevail over th~ 

general language of Govt. C. §§8l4 and 814,2, whic~ preserve liability 

based on contract, non-pecuniary remedies, and workmen's compensation. 

Implied repeal of these liability provisions, however, does not appear 

to have been intended. The problem is solved in the proposed amendment 

by limiting the "notwithstanding" clause to "this part" and expreasly 

excepting §§814 and 814.2. The exception for subdiv!sions (b), (c) and 

(d) has been deleted in the interest of clarity, and in any event is 

unnecessary. 

The amendment proposed for subdivision (d) expands .he mandatory 

indemnification reqUirement in malpractice cases to additional medical 

personnel to whom the same rationale appears to apply. The section ~~ 

originally enacted was unduly restrictive, since it referred only to 

medical personnel \1ho were "licensed" (thus excluding, under a possi ble 

narrow interpretation, physicians, surgeons, and psychologists who are 

"certificated" rather than licensed, as well as "registered"- opticians, 

therapists, and pharmacists) under the Business and Professions Code -

(thus excludin3 other laws, such as the uncodified Osteopathic Act and 

Chiropractic hct). In addition, the insistence on licensing precluded 

application of subdivision (d) to medical personnel lawfully practicing 

Without a California license. See Bus. & Prof. C. §§1626(c) (professors 

of dentistry), 2137.1 (temporary medical staff in state institution), 

2147 (medical students), 2147.5 (uncertificated internes and residents). 
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§345.4. Neither a public entity nor a public employee acting 

within the scope of his employment is liable for interfering with the 

right of a prisoner to obtain a judicial determination or review of the 

legality of his confinement; but~ except !! provided ~ Section 844.6 

of ~ Government Code, a publiC employee, and the public entity where 

the employee is acting within the scope of his employment, is liable 

for injury proximately caused by the employee's intentional and 

unjustifiable interference with such right. but no .::!!!!! 2! action for 

such injury I!!lIy lie ee_Reeli !l:!!!.! £! deemed !£ accrue until it has 

first been determined that the confinement was illegal. 

Comment: The reference to Section 844.5 is intended to clarify 

the relationship of this section to that one. It should be noted that 

§844.6 does not completely ~11pe out the lIab! Hty of a public entity 

under the present section; it only does so for "an injury to any 

prisoner", and even then, authorizes (but does not require) the public 

entity to indemnify lts employee if he is held personally liable. An 

interference with a prisoner's right to obtain judicial review may, of 

course, cause "injury" (as broadly defined in §8l0.8) to persons other 

than the prisoner himself - for example, to his family or employer. 

Section 844.6 does not preclude entity liability to third parties. 

Hence, it should be inserted here as an exception, and the liability 

provided by the present section should be retained subject to that ex-

ception. 

The second amendment, changing the section to refer to the date of 

accrual of the cause of action, clarifies the relationship of this 

section to the claim statute. As originally enacted, the G month period 

to sue after rejection of the claim might have expired before illegality 

of the imprisonment ~1as determined so that an action could be cOl!l!lE!nced. 
-28-
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§8l,6. Neither a public entity nor a public employee is liable 

for injury caused by the fai lure to make an arrest or.!. except as 

provided in Sections 26(81 - 26684 of the Government Code, by the - -------- -
failure to retain an arrested person in custody. 

Comment: It is not c lear whet her the Ii abi Ii ty of a sheri ff 

for the escape or rescue of a person arrested in a civil action, 

as provided in Govt. C. §§26SSl - 26584, was intended to be impliedly 

repealed by this sect'on. The proposed amendment Is based on the 

belief that no such repeal was intended. In the absence of this 

amendment, the general rule that immunities prevail over liabilities, 

as set out in §8lS, might be construed to effect such an implied 

repeal. 
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_ J __ _ 

§3S0.4. Ne;ther a public entity, nor a public ec"ployee acting in 

the scope of his employment, is liable for any injury resulting fro," the 

condition of fire protection or firefighting equipment or facilities or, 

except as provided in Article 1 (commencIng with Section 17(00) of 

Chapter 1 of Division 9 of the Vehicle Code, for any '.njury caused ~>1 

i~ek&~>Ie i~~s ~ !rr ~ £! omission £i ~ public employee ~ en~a~ed 

l:! fightin,<; ! fire. 

Comment: The lan3uage of this section, as enacted originally, is 

some'What amMguous. The 'Words, "in fi3hting fi res", might be construed 

to mean "in the course of fighting fires", and ,'muld then extend immunity 

to injuries not directly connected with the fire fighting operation. 

For example, if so construed, medIcal malpractice by a county hospital 

ambulance attendant in treatinz a victim of the fire at the scene might 

be within the immunity, for it occurred "in fighting fires". Or a fireman 

at the scene of a fire might commit an unprovoked assault upOn a spectator 

for reasons ~1holly unrelated to the fire, and yet be immune. The 

proposed amendment ma1<es it clear that the immunity extends only to 

injuries that are caused by acts or om! ssions while actuslly fighting a 

fire, which appears to have been the original intent. 
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g3S),5. (a) Sections 850, ~ ~ 8~J,4 ~!!2E. ~ construed,· 

~ ~ £! preclude the liability of ~ public entity £E ! public 

employee ~ provide~ ~ Cbapter ~ (commencing with Section 830) 

of !!!!.!!. part fo~!!! injury resulting from! dangerous condi tion of 

publiC property ~ ~ equipment £! facilities maintained princi-

E!!!l for ~ ~ preventing, protecting.agairist"2E suppressing fires. 

(b) Sections 850, ~ and ~!!!!.!.!. ~ be construed !:£ ~ 

2E preclude ~~e liability 2! ! public entity!! provided ~ Section 

ill.:! .2! lli! ~ for !!! injury caused ~ .!!! failure ~ exercise 

reasonable diligence !2 discharge! mandatory duty ~ relates 

principally !:£ ! functiOn, responsibility 2E activity 2! ~ public 

entity ~ ~ !!!! protection, prevention 2E suppression. 

Comment: This proposed section is new. It seeks to limit the appli-

cation of §§850 (providing immunity for failure to provide a fire depart-

mant or fire protection service), 850.2 (immunity for failure to provide 

sufficient fire protection personnel, eqUipment or facilities), and 

850.4 (immunity for condition of fire protection and firefighting 

eqUipment and faci Ii ties, and for injuries caused in fighting fires) tc. 

avoid possible interpretations of these immunities in ways contrary to 

;lhat appears to have been the leglislative intent. 

For example, as enacted, §850.4 might be construed to preclude 

liability for the dangerous condition of a fire station that caused 

• injury to a voter entering it on election day to cast his ballot at the 

polling booth set up therein. See, e.g., Hook:! ~ ~;ontara Fire~

tection Dist. (1963) 213 Cal.App.2d 9f, 28 Cal. ;:;ptr. 560. As an im-

munity provision, §350.4 would prevail over the dangerous condition 

Uabi lity in this case if the fire station "as deemed to be a "fire pro-
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tection ••• facility" within the meanin~ of §850.4. It seems unlikely 

that this result is consistent with the legislative intent. 

Again, the state may conceivably fail to comply ,.ith a mandatory 

duty, im?osed by the State ?ire .:arshal under H. IX S. C. §13108, to 

install a modern sprinkler system in a state hospital, as a fire safety 

precaution. This failure might be considered to be a "failure to 

provide fire protect;.on service" under §850, or a failure to provide 

"sufficient fire protection facilities" under §350.2, and thus a delict 

for which the enti ty : s immune from Eabi li ty. Yet, in the absence of 

§§850 and 350.2, liability for resulting death or injury might well be 

imposed under the mandatory duty proviSions of §B15.5 or the dangerous 

condition proviSions of §§830 - 840.5. The maintenance of a state 

hospital is not principally for fire protection purposes, and it is 

believed that the immunity provisions of §§850 and 850.2 were not 

intended to extend to such functions or activities but only to property, 

equipment and facilities ,.hose principal function (like that of fire 

engines, pumpers, fire hydrants, ladder trucks, etc.) is the prewn-

tion or suppression of Ure. 

A third ex:ample might be an administration building in a county 

park in a mountainous area, or a bulldozer used by the county in con-

structing a county road In the mountains. The chimney on the building 

and the ex:heust on the bulldozer are required to be covered with spark 

arrester screens. See Pub. Res. C. §§4105, 4157 (and note that reference 

in these sections to "person" includes public entities, Pub. Res. C. 

§4017). Noncompliance ~,ould ordinarily be a possible basis .of liability 

under both §815.G and the dangerous condition sections; but present 

§§850.2 and 850.4 mieht be construed to grant immunity, for spark 

arreoters ,;lay be deemed to be "flre protection facilities". 

The proposed section thus clarifies the scope of §§850 - 850.4. 
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§850.6. Whenever a publiC entity, pursuant to a call for assistance 

from another public entity, provides fire protection or firefighting 

service outside of nle area regularly serve'; and protected by the public 

entity providing such service, the public entity providing suc~ service 

is liable for any injury for wh:ch liability is imposed by statute caused 

by its act or omission or the act or omission of its employee occurring 

in the performance of such fire ~rotection or firefighting service. Not-

withstanding any other law, the public entity calling for assistance is 

not liable for any act or omission of the public entity providing the 

assistance or for any act or omission of an employee of the public entity 

providing the assistance; but the publiC entity providing such service 

and the public entity csllins for assistance may by agreement determine 

the extent, if any, to which the public entity calling for assistance will 

be required to indemnify the public entity providing the assistance. 

Except !! 2rovided £Z agreement, nothing ~ th:s section exonerates the 

public entity calling !2! assistance ~ liability !2! ~ ~ 2! 

omiSSion 2!. itself :!!. 2!. ~ of its employees. 

Comment: This clarifying amendment ensures that the entity calling 

for assistance is held liable for its own negligent or wrongful acts, 

to the e):tent liability is imposed by statute, even though the entity 

providing fi refightill3 assistance may be concurrently liable or the 

act or mnission causing the injury may have been participated in by the 

employees of the latter entity. For eaample, if the calling entity's 

fire chief directed (nezligently) that one of the calling entity's fire 

trucks should be driven by anelfoployee of the. responding entity over a 

bridge ~,nown to both ind! viduals to be incapable of supporting the load, 

the calling entity should be liable (Veh. C. §1700l) even though the 

the act causing the damage (loss of bridge; injury to bystander as bridge 

collapsed) was the act of an employee of the responding entity. 
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'"5" " ~u ...... u .. (a) Anj' mcmbe.: of an orGanized fi re departr;:ent,. f;iiP 

when acting in the scope of his employment, may transport or arrange 

for the transportation of any person injured by a fire, or by a fire 

protection o?eration, to a physician and surgeon or hospital if the 

injured person does not object to such transportation. 

(b) Except !! provided ~ subdivision (c), ~e~~aeF ~her a 

public entity nor a publiC employee is liable for any injury sustained 

by the injured person as a result of 8. ~R aessee.oas v.sa swek 5rass-

~e~a&~eR any act or omission under subdivision (a) or for any medical, --- - -
ambulance or hosp! tal bi 11s incurred by or in behalf of the injured 

(c) ~ public employee is liable for injury proximately caused by 

his willful misconduct in transporting the injured person or arranging 

for such transportation. 

Comment: As originally enacted, this section was substantially a 

reenactment (with a few changes) of former Govt. C. §l957. rta wording 

was not conformed to the terminology and definitional sections of the 

Tort Claims Act. The proposed amendments are intended to so conform it 

and thereby clarify its neaning. 

Subdivision (a) is ,rorded so that it applies to every public 

employee, but also to me~bers of volunteer fire companies serving public 

enti ties. Subdivision (b) has been reworded to make it clear that the 

entity is not immune for torts committed by third persons in their employ, 

e.g., a negligent operator of a fi re truck ~lho crashed into the ambulance 

carrying the fire v~ctim. The phrase, "any other damages" is omitted as 
unnecessary in Hellt of the broad definition of "injury" in §SlO.8. 
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c §354.2. As used in this ct:apter. "mental institution" means any 

medical facility. 2! identifiable part of any medical facility, used 

primarily for the care or treatment of persons crnmnitted for mental 

illness or addiction. 

Comment: The Insertion of the word, "medical", better correlates 

this section with the definition of "medical faci Bty" In §854. It 

also seems desirable to fdake clear that the entire institution does not 

have to be devoted to care and treatment of the mentally ill in order 

to come within the definition, but that a ward or wing of a general 

hospital used for that purpose will also qualify. 

c 
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§C54 .• 4. 1.5 used in this chapter, "mental illness or addiction" 

means mental Illness, mental disorder bordering on mental illness, 

mental deficiency, epilepsy, habit formine drug eddiction, narcotic 

drug addiction, dipsomania or inebriety, s@Kwa~ ~syeke~a~ky mental 

disease ~ defect ~ disorder ~ predisposes ££ the commission 2f 

sexual offenses ££ ~ de~ree dan~erous !£ the heelth ~ safety of others. 

defective ~ psychopathic delinquency, or such mental abnormality as 

to evidence utter lack of power to control sexual impulses. 

Comment: Tltl s amendment changes the de fin! t i on of "mental illness 

or addiction" to reflect the abolition of the term "sexual psychopath" 

by the 1963 Legislature, and the substitution of the term "mentally 

disordered sex offender;', See ;'elf. & Inst. C. §5500. The amendment 

paraphrases the statutory definition of the latter term as contained 

in the cited section. In addition, it Includes reference to "defect).ve 

or psychopathic delinquency". a form of mental irresponsibility which 

is still recognized by California law but which was not explicitly 

mentioned In the original definition. See :lelf. & Inst. C. §§G664 -
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§il54.~. As ~ !!!'~ chapter, "mental patient" ~.!!. person 

who, for purposes of observation, diagnosis, ~ £! treatment for 

mental illness £! addiction, ~ confined £! detained!!!.!!. mental 

i nst Hut i on pursuant s: ad,.,; S5 ,_ on. comrni tment ~..E other p lacernent 

proceedingS authorized £l law, £! ~ ~ duly authorized parole or 

~ ~ absence _f_r_om_ .!!. ;,:m::;e.::n::;t=a.:.l Institution. 

Comment: This entirely net·, section seeks to clarify the scope 

of the immunities created by §854.3. In that section, it is declared 

that a public entity (except where otherwise provided in the section) 

is not liable for injuries by or to "any person committed or admitted 

to a mental institution". The quoted wording is not entirely clear. 

For example, it might not apply to persons who were neither committed 

nor admitted, but had been temporari ly "placed" (see \'elf. E, lnst. C. 

§§704, 5512) or "held" (;'elf. & lnst. C. §705) or temporarily "detained" 

(see \'elf. Co lnst. C. §§5050, 5400) pending commitment proceedings. 

l-!oreover, the requi rement in §S54. S that the person be cOlJl1lI tted or 

admitted s: a mental institution created doubts as to its applicability 

to mental patients on parole or leave of absence, as authorized by 

law. See l-1elf. Eo lnst. C. -§§5355. 7 (narcotics addicts), 5406 (inebriates), 

~667 (defective or psychopathic delinquents), ;725.5 - 5726.6 (mentally 

ill persons). Yet, such paroled patients, or patients on leave, would 

seem to come within the rationale of the mental patient immunity, since 

the deCision to parole or grant a leave should not be influenced by fear 

of possible liability for injuries by or to the patient. These 

ambiguities are cleared up by the proposed new section. 
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§854.8, (a) No\;·",lthstanding any other provIsion of ,,"~ ~ par~, 

except as provided I n F"eQ~vh~9B§ ~Hr ~e} aB<I f:fI> 9{ thic sectlen, 

a public entity is not liable for: 

(1) An injury proximately caused by any ,eFseR.e~.~~efl SF 

aQ~~5lefi l8 a ~eBla~ 'Bsl'~w~'eB mental patient. 

(2) An injury to any ,SFseB 8eMMttlat e~ ase ••• e4 ~e a ~eR.al 

(b) Nothing in this section affects the liability of a 

public entity under Article I (commencing with Section 17000) of Chapter 

I of Division 9 of the Vehicle Code. 

(c) Nothing in this section prevent" a person, other than a 

,ensll a_lone4 e~ e4e.na4 U a 11181l1id 'llsUliwHSR mental patient, from 

recovering from the pu~lic entity for an injury resultinz from the 

dan:;erous condition of public :>roperty under Chapter 2 (commencing .. ith 

3ection 830) of this part. 

(d) Nothing in thi. s section exonerates a public employee 

from !iabi Hty for injury pro,:imately caused by his negligent or .. ron::;ful 

act or omission. The public ent;ty may but is not requIred to pay any 

judgment, compromise or settlement, or may but is not required to indem-

nify any public employee, in any case where the public entity is immune 

from liability under this section; except that the public entity shall pay, 

as provided in Article 4 (commencing with Section 825) of Chapter I of this 

part, any judgment based on a claim against a publiC employee who is --
licensed~ certificated £! re~~stered in one of the healing arts under 

€S48 any ~ 2f !hi! state, 2! against ~ public employee .. ho, although 

~ !£ licensed, certificated 2! registered, ~ engaged ~ ~ public ~ 

ployee ~ the latoful £!..~~ of ~ of the healinll; arts, for mal!'ractice 
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arising from an act or omission in the scope of his employment, and 

shall pay any compromise or settlement of a claim or actJ.on based on 

such malpractice to which the publ'c entity has agreed. 

1!2 Nothing !£ ~ section prevents £! limits the 

application ~~ ~ section of Article 1 (commencing ~ Section 314) 

of Chapter 1 £f this part. 

C=ent: The substitution of the phrase, "mental patient", for 

the orisinal language in subdivisions (a) and (c) is consistent with 

the proposed new definition of "mental patient" in §S54.6, recommended 

concurrently herewith. 

The other changes in this section are in conformity with §S44.6, 

and are supported by the reasoDing 'advanced for the similar amendments 

proposed for that section. 
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§855. (a) A Except ~ provided ~ Section 854.8, ! publiC entity that 

operates or maintains any medical facility that is subject to regulation by 

the State Departnent of Public :lee.1th or the State Department of l1ental 

Hygiene is t;able for injury pro:dnllltely caused by the failure of the !'ublic 

entity to provide adequate or sufficient eqUipment, personnel or faCilities 

required by any statute or any re3ulation of the State Department of Public 

Health or the State Department of t:ental I'ygiene prescribin3 minimum stan-

dards for equipment, personnel or facilities, unless the publiC entity es-

tablishes that itel:ercised reasonable di li3ence to comply with the applic-

able statute or regulation. 

(b) A Except !! provided ~ Section 854.8, ! publiC entity that operates 

or maintains any medical facility that is not subject to regulation by the 

State Department of Public I-Iealth or the State Department of i:ental Hygiene 

is liable for injury proximately caused by the failure of the public entity 

to provide adequate or sufficient equiFffi~nt. personnel or facilities sub-

stantially eqUivalent to those required by en}' statute or regulation of the 

State Department of Public Health or the Stete Department of Bental Hygiene 

prescrib1.ng minimum standards for equ'.pment. personnel or facilities a!,pli-

cable to a public medical facility of the same character and class, unless 

the public entity establishes that it exercised reasonable diligence to 

conform with such minimum stcndards. 

(c) Nothing in this section confers authority upon, or augments the 

authori ty of, the State Department of Public aealth or the State Department 

of iienta 1 ::Y3 i ene to adopt, admi ni ster or enforce any regulat i on. Any regu-

lation establishin3 minimum standards for eqUipment, personnel or facilities 

in any medical facility operated or maintained by a public entity, to be 

effective, must be within the scope of authority conferred by law. 

Comment: ~he added cross-references, although not strictly necessary, 

clarify the relationship of this section to the immunities in §C54.8. 
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§855.2. Neither a public entity nor a public e~ployee acting within 

the scope of his employment is liable for interfering with the right of 

an inmate of a medical faci lity operated or ma'.ntained by a public entity 

to obtain a judicial determination or review of the legality of his con-

finement; butL except ~ provided ~ Section 854.3 of the Government 

Code, a public employee, and the public entity where the employee is -
acting w'.thin the scope of his employment, is liable for injury proxim'!t"': 

caused by the employee's intentional and unjustifiable interference with 

such right, but no ~ of action for such injury "av @e @@1F.8eased 

~ ~ deemed to accrue until it has first been determined that the 

confinement was illegal. 

Comment: ~hese proposed amendments will conforw this section to 

the amended version of §34S.4, as proposed above, and for similar 

reasons. Although §854.G grants immunity for injuries to mental 

patients, tMs section is not limited to this class of medical inmates 

and thus is only partially superseded by §854.8. It should be retalnp~ 

and, for sal,e of clarification •. express mention should be made that 

§854.8 is an exception. The amendment in the last clause makes a more 

logical interrelationship with the claim presentation requirement. 
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§856. (a) Neither a public entity .or" a public employee acting 

within tbe scope of his employment I. 'lable for any injury resulting 

from determining in accordance with any applicable enactments 

(1) Whether to confine a person for mental illness or addiction. 

(2) The terms and conditions of confinement for mental illness or 

addiction in a medical faCility operattd or maintained by a public entity. 

(3) Whether' to parole,a. grant! .!!!!! 2! absenc, to, or release a 

person i¥eM ... f ....... confiDed f~·~tal illness or addiction in a 

medical facility operated or maintained by a public entity. 

(b) A public employee is not liable for carrying out with 

due care a determination described in subdivision (a). 

(c) Nothing in this section exonerates a publiC employee from 

liability for injury proximately caused by his negligent or wrongful act 

or omission in carrying out or failing to carry out: 

(1) A determination to confine or not to confine a person for mental 

illness or addiction. 

(2) The terms or conditiona of confinement of a person for mental 

illness or addiction in a medical facility operated or maintained by 

a public enttty. 

(3) A determination to parole,a. grant!!!!!! 2! absence to, or 

release a person fhlll euU_Il' confined for mental i 11ness or 

addiction in a medical faci lity operated or maintained by a public ent I ty. 

ill "Confine" , !! ~ .!.!2 !!!!.! section includes admit, 

commit, place. detain,.!2! ~.!.!2custody. 

COIIIII8nt: Reference to "leave of absence" is recommended, since the 

Welfare & Institutions Code appears to distingUish such leaves from 

paroles. See Welf.·& Inst. C. §§6611. 6667. 672~. New (d) is added r~ 

clarify epplleationof this section to all cases within Its rationale. 
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§856.2. Neither a public entity nor a public employee is Hable 

for an injury caused by E!: !!!. an escaping or escaped pa.,. •• vb luis 

~ •• R 88MMi"a. law M811'8* i**lIasa a. a4.~.' •• R mental patient. 

Comment: ~he amendment here proposed accomplishes two purposes: 

First, by insertion of the l40rds, "or to", it is clear that 

injuries sustained by escaping or escaped mentsl patients are not a 

basis of liability. Other jurisdictions have recognized that when s 

mental patient escapes as a result of negligent or wrongful acts or 

omissions of cutodial employees, injuries sustained by the escapee as 

a result of his Inability due to mental deficiency or Illness to cope 

with ordinary risks encountered may be a basis of state liability. See, 

!'!" Callahsn:! ~ g! .!!!! ~ (Ct Cl 1943) 179 Hisc 781, 40 NYS2d 

109, aff'd (1943) 266 App Dlv 1054, 46 NYS2d 104 (frostbite sustalnsd ~v 

escaped mental patient); ~! Ypited States (4th Cir 19;3) 317 F2d 

13 (escaped mental pstient killed by train). It Is not certain whether 

the immunity of §854.8 for injuries to mental patients would cover them 

after an escape or even during one. Hence, to clarify the rule, the 

Immunity here should be expressly made to cover injuries!!!. eacapees. 

Second, by using the term, "melltal patIent", the scope of the 

11IIIIW1ity Is clarified consistently with Its rationale. ''Mental patient" 

Is defined In proposed new §854.6. As so defined, It covers not only 

penons who were "cOtmlltted" for mental illness or addiction, but also 

penons who after voluntary admission are forcibly detained in a mental 

Institution (Welf. & Inst .C. §§6602(b), 6605.1), persons held in emer

gency detention prior to commitment (Welf. & Inst. c. §§5050, 5050.3), 

and juveniles placed in medical facilities for observation and diagnosis 

(:~e1f. & Inat. C. §§703, 704, 5512). The rationale of the immunity seem~ 

to cover all of these cases. and should thus be made expliCit. 
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§860. As used in this chapter, "tax" includes a tax, assessment, 

2! any fee or charge incidental 2! related ~ ~ impOSition, 

enforcement or collection of ! tax .£! asseSSlnent. 

Comment: The words, "fee or charge", in tMs definition are 

somewhat uncertain In meaning. The term, "tax", has been generally 

regarded as synonymous for most purposes with "assessment", and has 

been held to include such analogous exactions as business license 

fees, sewer charges, and unemployment Insurance contributions. See 

Cowles! City 2! Oakland (1959) 167 cal. App.2d Supp. 835, 334 P.2d 

1069, and casea there collected. Since the legislative purpose, as 

set out in the Senate Committee Comment was to confer Immunity for 

"discretionary scts in the administration of tax laws" (Sen. J., 

April 24, 1963, p. 1895), It seema adVisable to clarify the meaning 

of the words "fee or charge". Otherwise, the IlIIIIWlities here J!llght 

be construed to extend well beyond the stated legislative purpose, and 

cover exactIons that bear no resemblance to taxes, such as filing fees, 

charges for transportstlon, water or electriCity, admission fees, 

rent@.ls and concession fees, etc. 'the proposed amendment would, how

ever, clearly cover such exactions as delinquency penalties and 

redemption fees which are inCidental to tax administration, and were 

thus probably within the original intent. 
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§8~O.Z. Neither a public entity nor a public employee is 

liable for an injury caused by: 

(a) Instituting £! prosecuting any judiCial or administrative 

proceeding or action for or inCidental to the assessment or collect inn 

of a tax. 

(b) An sct or omission resulting !!2! ~ exercise £! discretion 

in the Interpretation~ eF application~ imposition, enforcement £! 

collectIon of any law nlaUBg •• a tax. 

Comment: As here proposed to be amended, this section appears to 

more faithfully reflect the original legislative intent. As stated by 

the Senate Judiciary Committee, that purpose was to set forth an 

explicit application of the discretionary immunity granted by §8Z0.2, 

thereby granting immunity for "discretionary acts In the administrati"" 

of tax laws" and avoiding "the necessity for test cases to determine 

whether the discretionary immunity extends this far." Sen. J., April 

24, 19:3, p. 1895. But as originally drafted, this section was both 

too narrow and too broad to faithfully reflect thla statement of Intent. 

It was too narrow in that it limited the inmunity to "instituting" 

tax proceedings, but did not include their prosecution. It was too 

broad in that it granted imnunity for any "act or omission in the ••• 

application of any la~7 relating to a tax". Obviously, many acts in the 

application of ta:t laws are not discretionary; hence the ll1I\endment 

limits the immunity to discretionary acts, as in §820.2, to conform to 

legislative intent. In addition, It is hard to tell what is a law 

"relating to" a tax, kKI. even the liability created by §815.6 (for 

failure to discharge a mandatory duty) might be regarded as implIedly 

repealed: .by this section as to tax administration :natters, althougl- ~" 

no Indication of legis14tive intent to do so appears. 
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§860.4. Nothing in this chapter affects any law raI8~~R8 ~e 

providing for refund, rebate, exemption, cancellation, amendment 

or adjust~en~ of taxes. 

COrm1ent: The suggested expression, "providing for", Is believed 

preferable to "relating to". The latter phrase is somewhat uncertaitl, 

and conceivably creates an inconsistency In the statute that consti

tutes an invitation to litigation. For example, in view of the broad 

definition of "law" in §811, and the rather vague meaning of "relating 

to", one might argue that the general provisions of the Tort Claims 

Act ltself, and judicial decisions interpreting them, "relate to" 

tax administration and thus still apply, notwithstanding §§8,)O and 

8SQ.2. Thus·,. 'a statute might Impose a mandatory duty on the county 

assessor to do a particular act relating to tax exemptions; his 

negligent failure to perform it would be actionable under §815.6; and 

this would make §815.6 a law that "relates to" exemption of taxes. 

This line of reasoning, although admittedly not likely to prevail, 

WOUld, of course, frustrste the legislative intent. To avoid possible 

litigation on the point, the amendment here proposed is suggested, 

making clear that only those la~nl that provide for tax matters are 

within the scope of the present d;sclaimer provision • 
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§1:95.2. Hhenever any public entities enter into an agreement. 

they are jointly and sC!'lerally l'.~;'l" upon eny J.\:lbll'ty whiCh is 

imposed by any !aw statute other than this chapter upon anyone of 

the entities or upon any ent;ty created by the agreement for injury 

~ .. £! the-perforwAnce of such agreement. 

Notl~ithstanding any other law, if a judgment is recovered against 

a public entity for injury IIA\.I~e8 ~It arising .. ~ £! the performance 

of an agreement. the t,me within wh' ch a claim for such injury may 

be presented to, .2! !.!! E.!:!! ~ ~ .! .£!!1!!! .!:!!! previously pre-

sented l!!. ~ ~ £!! ~!!!! public entity !!!! ~ within ~ &~ 

an action may ~ commenced against~ any other public entity that Is 

subject to ~he liability determined by the judgment under the 

prov!.slons of this section begins to run when the judgment is 

~&R8.,,8 becomes ~. 

Comment: Substitution of "statute" for "law" in the first 

paragraph corrects l~hat appears to be an Inadvertent misusage. 

The words, "or as a result of", are intended to preclude an unduly 

limIted application of this section. If a bridge was safely built 

under an "agreement", but thereafter collapsed and caused injury, it 

might be argued that the injury had not occurred in the performance of 

the agreement, within the meaning of the second paragraph as originallv 

worded. The first and secone paragraphs heve been amended to preclude 

thts result. 7he terrn, "arising out of". Is taken from §895.4. 

As originally l~ritten, both the time for presenting a claim and 

for commencing an action on it began to run from the same date - an 

obvious inconsistency. This has now been cured. In addition, the 

indefinite expressi.on, "judgment is rendered", has been changed to 

the technically more precise expression, "judgment becomes final". 
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§395.<, Unless the public entities that ere p3rt!es to an 

agreement otherwise provide in the ngreement, if a public entity 

is held liable upon any judgment for damages eeYSeR ~y a R8gl>S8R' 

811 "S8I'l!!i,d e9~ 91' 8>IIUs;,e1l 8ee"1111;'R~ ~R ari sj ng ~ of the 

perfor:nance of the agreement and pays in e"cess of its pro rata 

sha~ in satisfaction of such judgment, such public entity is 

entitled to contribution from each of the other publiC entities that 

are parties to the agreement. The pro rata share of each public 

entity is determined by divid!ng the total amount of the judgment 

by the number of public entities that are part;es to the agreement. 

':'he right of contribut'.on is limited to the amount paid in satisfaction 

of the judgment in excess of the pro rata share of the public entity 

so paying. No public entity may be compelled to make contributIon 

beyond its own pro rata share of the ent!re judgment. 

Comment: chese changes are intended to conform this section 

to the I ilee changes made in §B95. 2. for reasons expressed in the 

Comment appended thereto. 
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VEHICLE CODE 

§17000. As used in this chapter 1 

y U~Y~;~8 ageR8y~ MeaRS ~Re S~a~e, aR~ eeYR~y, MWR~e~~' ee~e~ai~eay 

a~s~~~ei aR~ ~e~~~'eal sw~~.v~s~eR S! ~Re S~a~e, SF ~ke Sie~e 'eMpeasa~~ea 

iUWF8aee FIoIR'!!. 

(a) "Employee" inclucles !.!! off!.cer, employee, .2! servant, ,~hether .2! 

~ compensated, ~ ~~ include!.!! independent contractor. 

ill "EmploY!!!ent" includes office .2! employment. 

i!:2 "Public enti ty" include!!h! State, !h! :tegents 2! !!!! Universi ty 

2! California, ! county, ~ district, public authority, public agency, 

~ any ~ politicsl subdivision .2! public corporation in the State. 

Comment: This amendment merely incoroporates and makes applicable 

to automobile accident cases the same definitions that apply to other 

tort actions against public entities. See Govt. C. §§810.2, 810.4, 811.2 • 

• 
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§17001. ~ public entity i! liable for ~ 2! injury ~ person 

2! property proximately caused ~ ! negl,gent 2! wron$ful ~ 2! omission 

~ ~ operation 2! any ~ vehicle ~ ~ e?ployee of ~ public entity 

acting within the scope of ~ employment. 

Comment: This section is proposed in lieu of present Veh. C. §17001, 

which should be repealed. The language here recommended Is identical to 

the Law Revision Commission's proposal in Senate Bill 46 (1963 Regular 

Session). See Recommendation relating ~ Sovereign Immunity, p. 1407. 
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§ 17002. ~ publi cent i ty whi ch ; s the owner, 2! the bailee ?f !!! 

owner, ~ .!!. ~~ vehicle !! Bable for ~ 2! injury E..2 person 2! 

properSl resulting from ne~ligence ~ the operation 2f the ~ vehicle, 

.!.!!. .I:!!! business of the publ~ entity 2! otherwise, £I any person ~ 

2! operat~ng .!! ~ th~ permission, express or implied, of ~ public 

entity. ~ negligence 2f ~ person shall be imputed E..2 !!!!. p.ill~ 

entity !2! !l! purposes ~ ~ damages. 

Comment: This new section incorporates the substance of present 

Veh. C. §§171S0 and 17154 (second 'paragraph) into a single section, 

imposing liability upon public entitles predicated upon ownership and 

bailment. 

An effort has been made to make the ownersh,p liability of publiC 

entitles for motor vehicle torts correspond as closely as feasible with 

the liability now provided for private owners. In order to understand 

the impact of this section, therefore, conSideration must be given to 

suggested new Vehicle Code §§17004 (governing jo'nder of defendants and 

satsifaction of judgment), 17005 (subrogat ion rights) and 17006 (ba: lee 

of public entity, if a private person, treated as an operator even though 

vehi cle actua 11y operated by thi rd person). 
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§17003. I2! liability of a public entity under Section 17002, and 

~ arising through the relat:ons~ip of principal and ~ £! master 

__ an __ d servant !! limited ~~ __ th __ e amount _o_f __ te __ n ~t~ho~u~s~a~n~d dollars ($10,000) 

!2! !.h! ~ of £! injury ~ 2!:!! person l!: any 2!:!! accident and, subject 

~ ~ .!2:..!!!!..!:. ~ ~ 2!:!! person, !! lim; ted ~ ~ amount of twenty 

thousand dollar,! ($20,)00) for ~ death of £.! injun: ~ ~ ~ 2!:!! 

person l!:!. any 2!:!! accident, and !! ~~ ~ ~ amount of i!Y! thousand 

dollars ($5,000) for dama~e ~ property ~ any ~ aCCident. 

Comment: 7his new section merely constitutes an adaptation of 

existiDg Veh. C. §1715l. 
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§17004. (a) E;:cept as provided In subdivis ' oCl (b) of this section, .- - - -------
~ any action brought against! public entity _u_nd_e_r Section ~=e~i~t~h~er~ 

as an owner or bailee, the operator of the veh:cle whose negligence is ---- -- --- -
imputed ~ the public entity shall be made! party defendant if personal 

service of proces~ ~ ~ had ~ the operator ~';th!n ~ State. Upon 

recovery 2!. .iud~ment, satisfaction ~ ~ be sought ~ 2!. the 

property, ~ ~ assets of the operator ~ served. 

(b) If, ~ the ~ 2!!b! negligence·!!!! ~ ~ action !!.~, 

~ operator ~ ~ employee of ! public entity designated !! ! defendant 

1! ~ action, the operator may but ~ ~ be made! party defendant. 

II ~ oper~ i s ~ ! defendant !!!!! !!. served ~ process, !!!!! if 

.!.!!!. established ~ ~ action ~ ~!!.!2. ~!!! ~ ~ employee 2!. 

~ public entity, the respective rights and d~ of the public ent1.ty 

!!!!! ~ operator !! ~ payment of, indemnificat:on for, and subrogation 

rights ~ any judgment recovered £l the plaintiff !!! governed £l 

Article! (commencing ~ Section ~ of Chapter! of ~ ! of 

Division 3.6 of the Government Code !!!£ £l Section 17006 of ~ 'feMcle 

Comment: Subdivision (a) of this sect;on is an adaptation of 

present Veh. C. §17152 to the context of public entity liability based 

on ownership. ~he requirement in §17152 that "recourse first be had 

against the property of the operator" has been recast as above in light 

of the treatment of enti ty-bailees as "operstors" under proposed new 

§17005 (below) and the fact that judgments against puolic entities are 

not enforceable by execution agains': their "property". 

Subdivision (b) is deemed advisable '.n order to prevent a d;.lu~ion 

of the indemnification policy of Govt. C. §§825 - 825.6 In cases where the 

operator was an employee, but the plaintHf elected to sue under ownership 

liability theory rather than respondeat superior. Compare §17006 • 
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§17005. (a) If !!. public entity which !! ~ bailee of !!!. ~ 

with the permission, express £! inplied, of the ~ peI'!nits another 

~operate t;1e ~ vehicle of ~ o,mer, then the public enttty and 

the driver ~ both be deemed operators of ~ vehicle of ~ ~ 

within the meaning of Sections .!.ZQQ!!. and l700f. 

(b) g ~ bailee 2! ~ public entity ~ the permission, express 

or implied, 2! ~ public entity permits another ~ operate the ~ 

vehicle of ~ public entity, ~ ~ bailee ~ ~ driver !h!l! ~ 

~ deemed operators 2! the vehicle within ~ meaning 2! Sections 

Comment: Subsection (a) is an adaptation of present Veh. C. §17154 

(first paragraph). It applies to a situation in which the plaintiff 

sues the owner of a motor vehicle under bailment to a publ'.c entlty, 

and requires (by reference to § 17004) that both the bat lee-entity and 

the actual operator of the vehicle be joined as defendants, with the. 

qualification thnt the plaintiff must seel, satisfaction of his judgment 

f!.rst from the bailee-entity and the actual operator. 7t also provides 

(by reference to §l700") thnt the Olmer is subrogated to the plaintiff's 

rights ageinst both the entity-bailee (liable under §17002) and the 

actual operator (liable for his personal neelizence under General tort 

law). ~n both situations, however, if the actual operator wes an 

employee of either the owner or the baHee-ent'.ty, the indemnif'.cation 

policy of Govt. C. §§825 - 325.6 is preserved and made applicable; hence, 

if in the scope of his employment, the actuel operator ls ordinarily en-

titled to indemnification from the entity that employs hir.lo 

Subsection (b) is a corollary provision to tal'e care of the case of 

a plalnt!ff who sues an entity-owner of a vehicle under bailment to a 

private (; .e., non-publ!c entIty) bailee, applying the same policy as in (a). 
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§17~06. _,_f ~ l! recover, ~ Section 17002 aga'nst ! ~p~u~b~l~';c 

entity, ~ pubHc entity l! subrogated !£ all the r;shts of the person 

who ~ ~ injured and may recover ~ the operator ~ ~ amount 

of !t:!l jud~ment and ~ ~~ ~~ the public entity, except 

~ if !! the ~ !?! ~ negligence £!! ~ the judgment l!!. ~ 

~ operator ~ ~ employee of the publiC entity, ~ section is 

subject ~ the provis,ons !?! ~rticle ~ (commencing ~ Section ~ !?! 

Chapter! !?! ~ ! of :;,vision ~ of !.!!! Government ~ 

Comment: ::his section is an adaptation of present Veil. C. § 17153. 

A publ;c entity ",hic:l i.s II bailee, it should be noted, is an "operator" 

within the meaning of th;,s section (see proposed new §l7005(a), supra), 

so thet the mmer-defendant can assert subroeation rigllts against it as 

'1e11 as against the actual operator of the vehicle. 
and bailees 

':he section extends to :publ'_c ent;,ty-owners/the same subrogation 

and bailees, 
rights which present law extends to private vehicle ownersJ with one 

exception. 'i:he exception is in the case of an operator t~ho, at the time 

of the tort, ,'laS an employee of the entity held liable and was acting 

within the scope of his employment or ,.as accorded a free defense by the 

public entity without a reservation of rights preservinz the issue of 

scope of employment. (Because- scope of enployment is not essential to 

liability under §17002, plaintiffs may so~~times elect to sue under §17002 

in view of the easier proof required even though, in fact, the employee was 

in the scope of his employment.) In these cases, the :ndemnification policy 

of the Tort Claims Act continues to apply. Of course, if the employee can-

not qualify for the e;!ceptlonal treatment thus allowed, the subrogation 

poliCy of the present section is applicable to him. Thus (except where an 

unconditional defense is provided by the entity) an employee not acting in 

the scope of employment, but with consent, is liable to indemnify the entity. 
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§17007. Subject ~ Sections 935.4, 935.5, 94~~ ~ of the 

Goverrunent Code, ! public entity which l! the ~ £E bailee of the 

owner of a motor vehicle involved in an accident resulting in death or ----- - -- -..:;.:=~ 

:njury !:.!!. ~ ~ ~ ~~ may ~ttle an" pay, any bona fide claims 

!2! damages arising ~ _o_f ~ ~ _o_r ~p_e~r_s~o~na __ l ~;~n~j~u~r~ie~sL' whether 

reduced !2-judgment ~ not, ~ ~ payments ~ diminish ~ ~ extent 

thereof ~~! liab.'_lity ~ the public ent;.ty ~ account of the accident. 

l!!b! liability exists solely £! reason ~ imputed negligence pursuant ~ 

Section 17002, payments aggregstine ~ ~ ~ of ~wenty thousand dollars 

($20,OOOL.!!!!!! e::tingu;_s!; !.!! ~bility ~ the 2ublic entity for ~l.: ~ 

pers~ i_njuries arisin:;>; 2!!! ~ the !lccident. 

Nothing ,in EEl!!. section ~ be construed S2. limu:, £! affect the 

liabili~ 2 dUJ:l of ! publ1c ~nt:ty .S2. indemnify ~ ~loyees !! 

provided 1n Article 4 (cOQm8nCing w\th Section 325) of Chapter! of ~ 

~ of Division l!.~ of ~ Government ~ 

~~: 'Chis section ;s an t\c!aptation of e:~:stin::; ·'eh. t;. §17155. 

The cross-reference to Govt. C.§§~35.4, 935.:, %<l t\nd ~49 in the first 

line is intended to make clear that authority to settle claims, delegated 

to public off;cers or claims boards under these sections, are applicable 

to settlements under the present section. 

~he second paragraph is deemed essential to prevent the undermining 

of the indemnification policy of Govt. C. §§ll25 - 825.6 when·-the -pubHc enti-

ty ·has fully exonerated itself by payment of a full $20,000 from further 

liabUity to the injured person (or to an owner-bailor). Thereafter the 

entity's employee ~y be adjudged Hable to a greater amount, and the ent ity 

eether provided hIm with a defense "lthout a reservation of rights or it 

is established that the employee acted in the scope of his emploYment. In 

these cases the duty to indemni.fy the employee st i 11 e}~i sts under thi s sect: on· 
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§17008, If! ~ vellicle ~!2!.!! Ex! public ent;.ty .!!!!!!!!! 

contract of conditional !!!! wllereby tlle title E£ ~ ~ vehicle 

;oem&ins ~ ll! public entity, ~ public !!!!.'lty .!!! ~ assignee !.!!.all 

~ be deemed ~ ~ notwithstanding the ~ of ~ contract, ~ 

the public entity ~ ~ !~signee retakes possession of ~ ~ vehicle: 

Comment: This is a counterpart to section 17156 of tlle Vehicle 

Code, Without substantive change. Althougll It !s probable that very few 

public entities either buy or sell motor vehicles on conditional sale 

contracts, the problem may occasionally arise under local home rule pro

cedures authorizing such transactions by purchasing agents or under 

special di stri ct enabling acts containing broad and unliml ted power to 

buy and sell property for district purposes. 
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§17009. ~ person ~~! guest accepts.! ride ~ any vehicle 

upon! highway without;. :;ivlnr; compensation for ~ ride, !!£! any ~ 

~rson. has any ri~~t of action for civil damages ~ account ~f personal 

injury !:2 £! death of .the guest during the ride against any public entity 

legally .liable for !h! conduct of the driver ~ provided .~ Sections 

.17001 and 17002 2! ~ !!ony ~ statute, unless the plaintiff ~ such 

action establishes ,L11 ~!E. .!:,he time of !.2! ~ giving ~!2 

the ~ of action, the driver ~ acting!! ! public employee ~ the 

scope of .!!l! employment, !.!!!! (2) that !.2! injury .2! ~ proximately 

resulted ~ !h! intoxication 2! Willful ~conduct of !h! driver. 

Comment: 7his section ::.s an adaptation of the "guest statute", 

Veh. C. §17l5B. It is concerned only w;,th liability of public entitles, 

since the employee IS lic.bH', ty will continue to be governed by the 

ordinary guest statute. "he requirement of proof in subdivision (1) 

is based on the judicial rule of \'leber :! Penyan (1937) 9 C.2d 225, 70 

P.2d 183, recently reaffirmed and applied in Benton :! ~ (1952) 

38 C.2d 399, 240 ?2d 575, reEeving an o\;ner of Imputed liability under 

the [;uest statute where intol(icat',on or >Ii liful misconduct of the driver 

is shown, unless a basis for application of the respondeat superior 

doctrine was also established. 
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§2]OlO. ~ public ~mployee ~ ~ l'able for civil damages on account 

of personal injury to or dea~h of any person or damage to property 

resultin:; from the operation in the line of duty, of an aut~10rized 

emergency vehicle whi Ie respond'.ng to an et:lergency call or when ;_n the 

immediate pursuit of an actual or suspected violator of the law, or when 

responding to but not upon returning from a fire alarm or other 

erne rgency call. 

Comment: 7he extens:on of former Veh. C. §17004 (here renumbered 

as §l7JlO) to all public employees seems appropriate in Heht of the 

expansive definition of "authorized emergency vehicle" conta-'.ned in Veh. 

C. §IG5, as added :n 1961). Under that definition, emergency calls in 

authorized emergency vehicles may take place under a variety of c;.rcum-

stances not clearly qualifying for the employee immuni~y under present 

§17004; yet no apparent basis for limiting the immunity to less than all 

such emergency situations hes been discerned. 
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Note on Vehicle Code provisions: 

Sect,ons 17000 through 17010, "hich are proposed above, represent 

a complete scheme for enact i nz ; n conc;. se form a body of 1a", governi ng 

liabil'.ty of public entities for motor vehicle acc'.dents. Other con

forming changes "ould also be requ;red, of course, but ,;ould depend to 

some extent upon the policy determ;nat'.ons made by the La", ;:tevision 

Commission on the preced~ng recor.~endations. For example: 

1. E::'.st'.ne Veh. C. §§ 17000, 17001, 17002, 17004 should be 

repealed, if the foreeoing recommendations are adopted. These sections 

relate to UabiFty based on respondeat superior. 

2. Existing Veh. C. §17004.S should be renumbered and reenacted as 

Veh. c. §17011. 

3. Consideration should be e,ven to the appropriateness of adding 

another sect'.on (perhaps numbered §170l2) to the Vehicle Code declaring 

that nothing in §§17001 - 17002 shall be construed to limit or restrict 

any liability elsewhere imposed by statute. :?or example, public entlt.ies 

may on occasion be held liable for maintaining a motor vehicle in a 

dangerous cond'.tion, "hether driven by an employee in the scope of his 

employment, or by a permissive user. 
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